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1. Introduction

This paper is a continuation of our study of local terms and independence of ` begun in
[16, 17] and continuing in subsequent papers.

Let k be an algebraically closed field and let ` be a prime invertible in k. Let E denote
either a finite extension of Q` or an algebraic closure Q`. Recall that if c : C → X × X
is a correspondence of quasi-projective schemes over k, and if F ∈ Db

c(X,E) is a complex
then an action of c on F is a morphism u : c∗1F → c!

2F . For such an action one gets classes
Trc(u) ∈ H0(Fix(c),ΩFix(c)), where the fixed point scheme Fix(c) is defined to be the fiber
product

Fix(c)

c′

��

δ // C

c

��
X

∆X // X ×X.

For a proper connected component Z ⊂ Fix(c) the local term ltZ(F, u) ∈ E is defined as the
proper pushforward of Trc(u)|Z from Z to the point, commonly written as

∫
Z

Trc(u). These
local terms are difficult to compute in general.
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2 MARTIN OLSSON

In the case when C and X are smooth of the same dimension d and F is a lisse sheaf, the
class Trc(u) can be described in terms of cycles as follows. There is a canonical isomorphism
v : E ' c!

2E which induces an isomorphism c∗2F → c!
2F . Under this identification the map u

defines a map a : c∗1F → c∗2F such that u is given by the tensor product

a⊗ v : c∗1F → c∗2F ⊗ c!
2F ' c!

2F.

Pulling back a along δ we get a map

c′∗F → c′∗F,

whose trace is a global section ta ∈ H0(Fix(c), E). It is not hard to show that one then has

Trc(u) = ta · Trc(v).

This factorization has several advantages. The local term Trc(v) is given by the cohomology
class of an algebraic cycle (see [16, 1.7]) so this factor is in some sense understood. The
term ta has the advantage that it is functorial in C and X, contrary to the class Trc(u), and
therefore lends itself to various devissage arguments.

The purpose of the present paper is to generalize this picture to a setting that arises as
follows. Consider a correspondence

c : C → X ×X
over k, where C and X are smooth separated schemes of finite type of the same dimension
d and c1 and c2 are dominant (and hence generically quasi-finite). Let j : U ↪→ X be
a dense open subset with complement D a divisor with normal crossings in X such that
c−1

1 (D) = c−1
2 (D). Let V be a lisse sheaf on U with an action u : c∗U1V → c∗U2V over

CU := c−1
1 (U) = c−1

2 (U). Since the boundary D is invariant, the pushforward j∗V on X also
has an action j∗u of c.

Theorem 1.1. Assume that the sheaf has unipotent local monodromy along D and that the
action u is filtered (see 9.2). Then there exists a global section tj∗u ∈ H0(Fix(c), E), which
generalizes the section ta discussed above, with the following properties:

(i) (Proposition 7.4) It is functorial.
(ii) (Corollary 8.9) If v : c∗1Λ→ c!

2Λ denotes the standard action, then

Trc(j∗u) = tj∗u · Trc(v).

The basic idea behind the definition of tj∗u is in the spirit of derived algebraic geometry.
The pushforward M := Rj∗V is not just an object of the derived category of sheaves of E-
modules, but an object of the derived category of sheaves of AX-modules, where AX denotes
the sheaf of differential graded algebras Rj∗E. Our assumption that V has unipotent local
monodromy along D implies that this AX-module M behaves in many ways like a projective
AX-module. Furthermore, if j̃ : c−1

1 (U) ↪→ C is the inclusion and AC denotes Rj̃∗E, then we
can form the derived pullback

Lc∗iM := c−1
i M ⊗L

c−1
i AX

AC .

The map Rj∗u then defines a map Lc∗1M → Lc∗2M in the derived category of AC-modules,
and the element tj∗u is defined as a kind of trace of this map.

The organization of the paper is as follows.
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To properly work with sheaves of differential graded algebras and modules over them we
need several foundational results on the model category structures on such sheaves. Because
we will be needing a good theory of tensor products we use the so-called flat model category
structure studied in [8, 9, 10]. We develop the necessary results on this model category
structure in section 2. This model category structure has also been considered by Liu and
Zheng [15].

In section 3 we develop the theory of commutative differential graded algebras in a ringed
topos (T,Λ), where Λ is a sheaf of Q-algebras, as well as the model category of modules over
such a differential graded algebra.

In section 4 we use this general machinery to introduce the notion of an `-derived scheme.
This is a pair (X,AX), where X is a scheme and AX is a sheaf of differential graded algebras
on the pro-étale site of X as defined in [3]. The reason for working with the pro-étale site
here is that we consider only commutative differential graded algebras over a Q-algebra and
using the usual étale site would involve first passing to torsion coefficients where the theory
of commutative differential graded algebras is not well-behaved.

In section 5 we consider correspondences of `-derived schemes and naive local terms of
actions. The element tj∗u mentioned above will be constructed as the naive local term of an
action of an `-derived correspondence.

The main example where the general theory applies is for pushforwards of lisse sheaves
with unipotent local monodromy. We discuss this in section 6.

In section 7 we discuss the basic properties of these `-derived naive local terms, and in
particular establish their functoriality. In section 8 we elucidate their relationship with true
local terms. Finally in section 9 we discuss a key property of actions of correspondences
arising in the case of Weil sheaves over finite fields.

1.2. Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to Ahmed Abbes, Luc Illusie, Aise Johan
de Jong, Arthur Ogus, Shenghao Sun, and Weizhe Zheng for many useful conversations.

The author was partially supported by NSF CAREER grant DMS-0748718 and NSF grant
DMS-1303173.

2. The flat model category structure

2.1. Following [8], if D is an abelian category and A ⊂ D is a subcategory, we write A ⊥ ⊂ D
for the full subcategory whose objects are M ∈ D for which

Ext1
D(A,M) = 0

for all A ∈ A . We also define ⊥A to be the full subcategory of objects M ∈ D for which

Ext1
D(M,A) = 0

for all A ∈ A .

Definition 2.2 ([8, §2]). A cotorsion pair in D is a pair of subcategories (A ,B) such that
B = A ⊥ and A = ⊥B.
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2.3. Let C be a site with associated topos T , and let Λ be a sheaf of rings on C. Assume
that the topos T has enough points.

Let ModΛ denote the category of Λ-modules in T , and let A ⊂ ModΛ be the subcategory
of flat Λ-modules.

Remark 2.4. We expect that the assumption that T has enough points can be omitted, but
the arguments below use points in various places and the case when T has enough points
suffices for the applications we have in mind.

Definition 2.5. A Λ-module M ∈ ModΛ is cotorsion if

Ext1
Λ(A,M) = 0

for all A ∈ A . Let B ⊂ ModΛ denote the subcategory of cotorsion sheaves of Λ-modules, so
B = A ⊥ by definition.

Lemma 2.6. The pair (A ,B) is a cotorsion pair in ModΛ. Equivalently, we have

A = {S ∈ ModΛ| Ext1
Λ(S,M) = 0 for all M ∈ B}.

Proof. Let S ∈ ModΛ be an object with Ext1
Λ(S,M) = 0 for all M ∈ B. We must show that

S is a flat sheaf of Λ-modules. Since T has enough points, it suffices to show that for any
point

j : {?} → T

the stalk j−1S is a flat j−1Λ-module. The pushforward functor

j∗ : Modj−1Λ → ModΛ

is exact, since for any U ∈ T and M ∈ Modj−1Λ we have

(j∗M)(U) = Hom(j−1hU ,M),

where we write hU for the representable presheaf on C defined by U . We therefore have

Ext1
Λ(S, j∗M) = Ext1

j−1Λ(j−1S,M).

This implies that if M is a j−1Λ-module with

Ext1
j−1Λ(A,M) = 0

for all flat j−1Λ-modules A, then j∗M ∈ B.

Therefore we have
Ext1

Λ(S, j∗M) = Ext1
j−1Λ(j−1S,M) = 0

for all cotorsion j−1Λ-modules M . This reduces the proof to the punctual case where the
result is [7, 7.1.4]. �

2.7. Let C(Λ) denote the category of complexes (possibly unbounded in both directions) of
Λ-modules in T . For X ∈ C(Λ), set

ZnX := Ker(Xn → Xn+1).

Let Ã ⊂ C(Λ) (resp. B̃ ⊂ C(Λ)) denote the full subcategory of exact complexes X with

ZnX in A (resp. B) for all n. Let dgÃ ⊂ C(Λ) denote the full subcategory of complexes
X with Xn ∈ A for all n, and such that any morphism

X → B
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with B ∈ B̃ is homotopic to 0. Similarly define dgB̃ to be the full subcategory of complexes
X with Xn ∈ B for all n and such that any morphism

A→ X

with A ∈ Ã is homotopic to 0.

Theorem 2.8. There exists a cofibrantly generated model category structure on C(Λ) in which
a morphism f : X → Y is an

(i) equivalence if f is a quasi-isomorphism;

(ii) cofibration if f is a monomorphism with cokernel in dgÃ .

(iii) fibration if f is an epimorphism with kernel in dgB̃.

Proof. See [15, 2.1.3]. �

Definition 2.9. The model category structure described in the theorem is called the flat
model category structure on C(Λ).

Remark 2.10. In the case when T is the category of sheaves on a topological space theorem
2.8 reduces to [8, 4.12].

Example 2.11. The constant sheaf Λ viewed as a complex concentrated in degree 0 is

cofibrant. Certainly Λ is a complex of flat modules. If B ∈ B̃ then giving a map

Λ→ B

is equivalent to giving a map of Λ-modules Λ→ Z0B. Since B is assumed exact, there is an
exact sequence

0→ Z−1B → B−1 → Z0B → 0.

Since Z−1B is assumed cotorsion, there exists a lifting Λ → B−1 of the map to Z0B. This
map defines a homotopy between our original map Λ→ B and 0.

Remark 2.12. A bounded below complex of injective Λ-modules is a fibrant object of C(Λ).

Remark 2.13. In the case when T is the punctual topos and Λ is a field, fibrations in C(Λ) are
epimorphisms, cofibrations are monomorphisms, and equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms.

2.14. Another characterization of cofibrant objects. The main result of this section is
the following proposition 2.15. In the punctual case this result is [8, 5.6], and the general
result is stated without proof in [15, 2.1.8]. For the convenience of the reader we include a
proof here.

Proposition 2.15. A complex A ∈ C(Λ) is a cofibrant object if and only if An is flat for all
n, and for every exact complex E the complex A⊗ E is exact.

Before beginning the proof let us introduce the following terminology:

Definition 2.16. Let E ∈ C(Λ) be a complex of Λ-modules on C. We say that E is

(1) injective, if E is an exact complex and ZnE is an injective Λ-module for all n;
(2) dg-injective, if En is an injective Λ-module for all n and any morphism X → E with

X ∈ C(Λ) is homotopic to 0;
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(3) cotorsion, if E ∈ B̃;

(4) dg-cotorsion, if E ∈ dgB̃.

Proof of 2.15. Let {xi}i∈I be a conservative set of points, and set

Q :=
∏
i∈I

xi∗(Q/Z),

a sheaf of abelian groups on C. For a complex E of Λ-modules on C, let E∨ denote the
complex of Λ-modules

H om·Ab(E,Q).

Note that this complex is isomorphic to∏
i∈I

xi∗H om·Ab(Ex,Q/Z).

Lemma 2.17. A sequence of sheaves of Λ-modules

0→ F → G→ H → 0

is exact if and only if the sequence

0→H om(H,Q)→H om(G,Q)→H om(F,Q)→ 0

is exact.

Proof. Since the second sequence is a product of sequences of the form

(2.17.1) 0→ Hom(Hxi ,Q/Z)→ Hom(Gxi ,Q/Z)→ Hom(Fxi ,Q/Z)→ 0

and the first sequence is exact if and only if it is exact on stalks, it suffices to verify that for
a point xi the sequence

0→ Fxi → Gxi → Hxi → 0

is exact if and only if (2.17.1) is exact. This reduces the proof to the punctual case which
follows from [8, 5.2]. �

Lemma 2.18. A sheaf of Λ-modules F is flat if and only if the Λ-module H om(F,Q) is
injective.

Proof. If F is flat, then Fxi is a flat Λxi-module for every i, which implies that

H om(F, xi∗Q/Z) ' xi∗H om(Fxi ,Q/Z)

is an injective Λ-module, by the punctual case which follows from [8, 5.3]. Since the product
of injective Λ-modules is injective this implies that H om(F,Q) is injective.

Conversely, suppose H om(F,Q) is injective, and consider an exact sequence of Λ-modules

0→ G′ → G→ G′′ → 0.

To verify that the sequence

0→ G′ ⊗ F → G⊗ F → G′′ ⊗ F → 0

is exact, it suffices by 2.17 to show that the sequence

0→H om(G′′ ⊗ F,Q)→H om(G⊗ F,Q)→H om(G′ ⊗ F,Q)→ 0
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is exact. By adjunction, this sequence is isomorphic to the sequence

0→H omΛ(G′′,H om(F,Q))→H omΛ(G,H om(F,Q))→H omΛ(G′,H om(F,Q))→ 0,

which is exact since H om(F,Q) is injective. �

Lemma 2.19. For any sheaf of Λ-modules S, the sheaf H omAb(S,Q) is a cotorsion sheaf.

Proof. Let F → S be a flat resolution of S. Then by 2.18 each H om(F i,Q) is an injective
Λ-module, and by 2.17 the map

H om(S,Q)→H om(F,Q)

is an injective resolution of H om(S,Q). Therefore for any flat sheaf of Λ-modules M we
have

Ext1(M,H om(S,Q)) ' H1(HomΛ(M,H om(F,Q)),

which by adjunction is isomorphic to

H1(HomAb(M ⊗Λ F,Q)).

Since HomAb(−,Q) is an exact functor by 2.17, this implies that this group is zero. �

Lemma 2.20. Let F ∈ C(Λ) be an object.

(i) F is in Ã if and only if F∨ is injective.
(ii) F is injective if and only if F is exact and dg-injective.

Proof. For (i), note that by 2.17, the complex F is exact if and only if F∨ is exact, and
moreover if this holds then

(2.20.1) ZnF∨ = H om(F−n/Z−nF,Q) 'H om(Z−n+1F,Q)

which by 2.18 is injective if and only if Z−n+1F is flat.

For (ii) let us first show that if F is injective then F is dg-injective (note that an injective
F is exact by definition). Since ZnF is injective, the inclusion ZnF ↪→ F n is split for each n,
and so since F is exact we have noncanonical isomorphisms

F n ' ZnF ⊕ Zn+1F

for each n. This implies that F n is an injective Λ-module. The proof that any map X → F
is homotopic to 0 is the same as in [9, Lemma 3.9].

Conversely, if F is exact and dg-injective, then we show that each ZnF is injective as
follows. Let i : N ↪→M be an inclusion of Λ-modules, and let ϕ : N → ZnF be a morphism.
Since F n is injective, this morphism can be extended to a morphism ψ : M → F n. Let X be
the complex which is equal to M in degree n and M/N in degree n+ 1 with differential the
projection π. The maps ϕ and ψ induce a morphism of complexes

f : X → F,

which since F is dg-injective is homotopic to zero. Let h : M → F n−1 and h′ : M/N → F n

be maps defining a homotopy to 0. Then we have

ψ = dh+ h′π.

In particular, we have ϕ = dh, so dh defines a morphism M → ZnF extending ϕ. �
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Lemma 2.21. A complex F ∈ C(Λ) is exact if and only if F∨ is in B̃.

Proof. Note that F is exact if and only if F∨ is exact. It therefore suffices to show that if
F is exact then the cycles of F∨ are cotorsion. This follows from 2.19 and the isomorphism
(2.20.1). �

We can now complete the proof of 2.15.

First let us show that if F is a cofibrant object and E is an exact complex in C(Λ), then
F ⊗Λ E is exact. By 2.17 it suffices to show that (F ⊗Λ E)∨ is exact. We have

(F ⊗ E)∨ = H om·(F ⊗ E,Q) 'H om·Λ(F,H omAb(E,Q)) 'H om·Λ(F,E∨).

Now by 2.21 we have E∨ ∈ B̃, and since (dgÃ , B̃) is a cotorsion pair this implies that the
complex

H om·(F,E∨)(T )

is exact for any T ∈ C. Therefore the complex (F ⊗ E)∨ is exact.

Conversely, suppose A ∈ C(Λ) is a complex with An flat for all n and such that for any
exact complex E the complex A ⊗ E is exact. We show that then Hom·(A, T ) is exact for

any T ∈ B̃. Since (dgÃ , B̃) is a cotorsion pair, this implies that A ∈ dgÃ .

By [8, 3.7], there exists an exact sequence

0→ A→ C → D → 0,

where C ∈ B̃ and D ∈ dgÃ . We claim that in fact C ∈ Ã . For this it suffices by 2.20 to
show that C∨ is exact and dg-injective. Now since An and Dn are flat for all n, the Λ-modules
Cn are also flat and therefore the terms C∨n are injective for all n. Furthermore C∨ is exact
since C is exact. It remains to show that if E is an exact complex, then any map E → C∨ is
homotopic to zero. For this it suffices to show that for any T ∈ C the complex

H om·(E,C∨)(T )

is exact. Now just as in the first part of the proof, we have

H om·(E,C∨) ' (E ⊗ C)∨.

Furthermore, by the first part of the proof the complex D· ⊗ E is exact as is the complex
A⊗E by assumption. It follows that E⊗C is exact, which implies that (E⊗C)∨ is presheaf

exact. This completes the proof that C ∈ Ã .

Now let T ∈ B̃. Notice that for any n, the module T n is an extension of cotorsion modules,
and therefore is also cotorsion. For any integers n and m we have an exact sequence

0→ Hom(Dn, Tm)→ Hom(Cn, Tm)→ Hom(An, Tm)→ Ext1(Dn, Tm),

and since Tm is cotorsion and Dn is flat we have Ext1(Dn, Tm) = 0. Therefore the sequence

0→ Hom·(D,T )→ Hom·(C, T )→ Hom·(A, T )→ 0

is an exact sequence of complexes. Now since C and D are in dgÃ , the complexes Hom·(D,T )
and Hom·(C, T ) are exact, whence Hom·(A, T ) is also exact. �
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2.22. Relation with the derived category.

2.23. Let D(Λ) denote the derived category of sheaves of Λ-modules in T , so we have a
functor C(Λ)→ D(Λ). This functor takes equivalences in C(Λ) to isomorphisms in D(Λ) so
induces a functor

(2.23.1) q : Ho(C(Λ))→ D(Λ),

where Ho(C(Λ)) denotes the homotopy category of the model category C(Λ).

Remark 2.24. I L (resp. I) is a cofibrant (resp. fibrant) object of C(Λ) then

HomHo(C(Λ))(L, I)

is given by homotopy classes of morphisms of complexes L → I. This follows, as in the
classical case of bounded below chain complexes with the usual model category structure,
from noting that the cone L′ of the map

L→ L⊕ L, a 7→ (a,−a)

together with the map L→ L given by the sum map L⊕L→ L is a cylinder object for L in
C(Λ) in the sense of [13, 1.2.4].

Theorem 2.25. The functor (2.23.1) is an equivalence of categories.

The proof occupies (2.26)–(2.32) For the proof we need some basic facts and definitions
about unbounded derived categories. The basic references for this is [21] in the case of ringed
spaces and [14] in the case of sites.

2.26. Let B ⊂ C(Λ) be the full subcategory whose objects are bounded above complexes
of sheaves of the form ⊕i∈Iji!ΛUi

[m], where m is an integer, I is a set of objects {Ui} of C,
and ji! is the left adjoint to the restriction functor from sheaves of Λ modules in T to sheaves
of Λ-modules in the localized category T/Ui. Explicitly ji!ΛUi

is the sheaf associated to the
presheaf sending V ∈ C to

⊕ϕ:V→UΛ(V ).

Recall from [21, 2.6] that a special direct system in B is a system (Pn)n∈E of complexes with
E a totally ordered set such that the following conditions hold:

(i) If n ∈ E has no predecessor then Pn = lim−→m<n
Pm.

(ii) If n has a predecessor n − 1 then the map Pn−1 → Pn is injective, its cokernel Cn
belongs to B, and for every integer r the sequence

0→ P r
n−1 → P r

n → Cr
n → 0

is split.

Let B̂ ⊂ C(Λ) be the smallest class of complexes in C(Λ) which contains B and is closed
under special direct limits in the sense [21, 2.6 (b)]. Note that since the category of cofibrant
objects in C(Λ) is closed under filtering direct limits the category of cofibrant objects in C(Λ)

is closed under special direct limits, and therefore every object of B̂ is cofibrant.

Definition 2.27. A complex A ∈ C(Λ) is K-limp if for every acyclic object L ∈ B the
complex

Hom·(L,A)

is acyclic.
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Lemma 2.28. If I ∈ C(Λ) is fibrant, then I is K-limp.

Proof. If L ∈ B is an acyclic object then

Hn(Hom·(L, I)) ' H0(Hom·(L[−n], I)) = HomHo(C(Λ))(L[−n], I).

It therefore suffices to show that if I is fibrant and L ∈ C(Λ) is trivially cofibrant then any
morphism L→ I is homotopic to 0, which is immediate. �

Lemma 2.29. If A ∈ C(Λ) is acyclic and K-limp, then for every U ∈ C the complex Γ(U,A)
is exact.

Proof. Let z ∈ Γ(U,Am) be a section with dz = 0. Define a subcomplex R ⊂ A as follows. For
n > m set Rn = 0. Let Rm ⊂ Am be the image of the morphism j!ΛU → Am corresponding to
z, where j : T/U → T is the localization morphism, and define Rn for n < m inductively by
letting Rn be the preimage of Ker(Rn+1 → Rn+2) ⊂ An+1 under the map An → An+1. Then
by construction R is an acyclic subcomplex of A. Let L → R be a quasi-isomorphism with
Ln = 0 for n > m, Lm = Rm, and L ∈ B. Since A is K-limp the map L → A is homotopic
to 0. In particular, looking in degree m we obtain a morphism hm : j!ΛU → Am−1 whose
composite with the differential Am−1 → Am is the map corresponding to z. By adjunction
the map hm corresponds to a section w ∈ Γ(U,Am−1) with dw = z. �

Lemma 2.30. If K ∈ C(Λ) is acylic and K-limp, then for any L ∈ B̂ the complex
Hom·(L,K) is acylic.

Proof. Let A ⊂ B denote the subcategory of complexes P with P n = 0 for all but one index

n. Then every object of B can be written as a special direct limit in A, and therefore if Â
denotes the smallest class of complexes in C(Λ) which contains A and is closed under special

direct limits, then Â = B̂. By [21, 2.5] the class of complexes L ∈ C(Λ) for which Hom·(L,K)
is acylic is closed under special direct limits. It therefore suffices to show that Hom·(L,K) is
acylic for L ∈ A. This follows from 2.29. �

2.31. To prove 2.25 it suffices to show that the functor (2.23.1) is fully faithful. By [21, 3.4],

every object of Ho(C(Λ)) can be represented by a complex in B̂, so by [13, 1.2.10] it suffices
to prove the following:

Proposition 2.32. Let K ∈ B̂ and L ∈ C(Λ) be complexes and assume that L is K-limp.
Then the map

HomHo(C(Λ))(K,L)→ HomD(Λ)(K,L)

is bijective.

Proof. Let L → I be a quasi-isomorphism with I a K-injective complex, and let C be the
cone of the morphism L → I. Then as in [21, 5.15] the complex C is K-limp and acylic.
Since we also have a distinguished triangle

Hom·(K,L)→ Hom·(K, I)→ Hom·(K,C)→ Hom·(K,L)[1]

it follows that it suffices to prove that Hom·(K,C) is acylic, which follows from 2.30. �

Remark 2.33. In the case of ringed spaces this follows from [21, 6.1].
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This completes the proof of 2.25. �

2.34. Tensor product of complexes defines a symmetric monoidal structure on the category
C(Λ), and it is shown in [15, 2.1.3] that this monoidal structure is compatible with the model
category structure in the sense of [13, Chapter 4].

In fact a stronger compatibility of the monoidal structure with the model category structure
holds. Namely the monoid axiom of [19, 3.3] holds, as we now explain. Let R be the class of
morphisms f : X → Y in C(Λ) obtained by (possibly transfinite) compositions of pushouts
of maps

(2.34.1) A⊗ S i⊗id // B ⊗ S,

where S ∈ C(Λ) is an arbitrary complex and i : A→ B is a trivial cofibration in C(Λ). Then
the monoid axiom in this case is the statement that every morphism in R is an equivalence.

To see that this stronger condition holds, note that a composition of equivalences is an
equivalence so it suffices to show that a pushout of a map (2.34.1), with i : A → B a trivial
cofibration, is an equivalence. Let C be the cokernel of i. Then by definition i is injective

and C is an acyclic object of dgÃ . In particular the terms Cn are flat so the sequence

0→ A⊗ S → B ⊗ S → C ⊗ S → 0

is exact, and if g : A⊗ S → D is any morphism with resulting pushout g∗i : D → E then we
have an exact sequence

0 // D
g∗i // E // C ⊗ S // 0.

This reduces the verification of the monoid axiom to the following:

Lemma 2.35. Let C ∈ dgÃ be an acyclic object. Then for any complex S the complex C⊗S
is acyclic.

Proof. Choose a surjective quasi-isomorphism F → S with F cofibrant, and let K be the
kernel. Since C is trivially cofibrant each Cn is flat and the sequence

0→ C ⊗K → C ⊗ F → C ⊗ S → 0

is exact. By 2.15 both the complexes C ⊗ K and C ⊗ F are exact, whence C ⊗ S is exact
also. �

2.36. Let (T,Λ) and (T ′,Λ′) be ringed topoi as in 2.3, and let f : (T ′,Λ′) → (T,Λ) be a
morphism of ringed topoi. So there is no confusion, we write C(T,Λ) (resp. C(T ′,Λ′)) for
the category of complexes of sheaves of Λ-modules in T (resp. sheaves of Λ′-modules in T ′).

Consider the functor
f−1 : C(T,Λ)→ C(T ′, f−1Λ),

left adjoint to the functor
f∗ : C(T ′, f−1Λ)→ C(T,Λ),

and
(−)⊗f−1Λ Λ′ : C(T ′, f−1Λ)→ C(T ′,Λ′),

left adjoint to the forgetful functor

C(T ′,Λ′)→ C(T ′, f−1Λ).
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Lemma 2.37. The pair (f−1, f∗) defines a Quillen adjunction between the model categories
C(T,Λ) and C(T ′, f−1Λ).

Proof. Consider first the case when T ′ is the punctual topos. In this case the functor f∗ is
exact, and therefore takes equivalences to equivalences and epimorphisms to epimorphisms.
If M is a cotorsion module over f−1Λ, then f∗M is a cotorsion Λ-module in T . Indeed for
any flat Λ-module A we have

Ext1
Λ(A, f∗M) = Ext1

f−1Λ(f−1A,M) = 0,

where the second equality follows from the fact that f−1A is a flat f−1Λ-module. To prove
that f∗ takes fibrations to fibrations it therefore suffices to show that if X is a fibrant complex
of f−1Λ-modules, and A is an exact complex of Λ-modules in T with ZnA flat over Λ for all
n, then any map A→ f∗X is homotopic to 0. This follows from the corresponding statement
from the adjoint morphism f−1A → X. This proves the lemma in the case when T ′ is the
punctual topos.

For the general case, note that f−1 takes equivalences to equivalences and flat modules to
flat modules. It therefore suffices to show that if X is a cofibrant complex of Λ-modules in T
then f−1X is a cofibrant complex of Λ-modules in T ′, and for this in turn it suffices by 2.15
to show that for an exact complex E of f−1Λ-modules the complex f−1X ⊗E is exact. This
can be verified on stalks where it follows from the case when T ′ is the punctual topos. �

2.38. By 2.15 and 2.35 the functor

C(T ′, f−1Λ)→ C(T ′,Λ′), M 7→M ⊗f−1Λ Λ′

preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations, and it has a right adjoint given by the nat-
ural forgetful functor. Extension of scalars along f−1Λ → Λ′ is therefore part of a Quillen
adjunction and we get derived functors

Lf ∗ : Ho(C(T,Λ))→ Ho(C(T ′,Λ′)), Rf∗ : Ho(C(T ′,Λ′))→ Ho(C(T,Λ)),

where for a cofibrant M ∈ C(T,Λ) we have

Lf ∗M := f−1M ⊗f−1Λ Λ′.

Furthermore, this implies that f∗ : C(T ′,Λ′) → C(T,Λ) takes fibrations (resp. trivial
fibrations) to fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations).

3. Differential graded algebras

3.1. Preliminaries on symmetric powers. In this subsection we gather together various
facts about symmetric power functors for modules. In the following we will also consider
symmetric powers for sheaves, but this will rely on the results in the punctual case discussed
here.

Throughout this subsection Λ denotes a Q-algebra.

3.2. For an integer n and N ∈ C(Λ) let T n(N) denote the n-fold tensor product of N with
itself over Λ, so in degree r we have

T n(N)r = ⊕i1+···in=rN
i1 ⊗N i2 ⊗ · · · ⊗N in .
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There is an action of the symmetric group Sn on T n(N) in which the transposition inter-
changing s and s+ 1 sends

x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn ∈ N i1 ⊗N i2 ⊗ · · · ⊗N in

to
(−1)isis+1x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xis+1 ⊗ xis ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn.

Note that this is compatible with the differentials. The coinvariants of this action is denoted
Symn(N), the n-th symmetric power of N .

3.3. Let Mod†Λ denote the category of Z/(2)-graded Λ-modules. For an object V ∈ Mod†Λ we

write V = V+⊕V− to indicate the grading. For two objects V,W ∈ Mod†Λ the tensor product

V ⊗W ∈ Mod†Λ

is the usual tensor product with Z/(2)-grading given by

(V ⊗W )+ = (V+ ⊗W+)⊕ (V− ⊗W−), (V ⊗W )− = (V− ⊗W+)⊕ (V+ ⊗W−).

Using this tensor product we can define

T n : Mod†Λ → Mod†Λ

sending V to V ⊗n. Once again there is an action of the symmetric group Sn on T n(V ) defined
by the same formula as in 3.2, noting that the action of a transposition depends only on the
parity of indices is and is+1. We define

Symn : Mod†Λ → Mod†Λ

by taking the Sn-invariants of T n.

3.4. There is a functor
ε : C(Λ)→ Mod†Λ

sending a complex N to the Λ-module ε(N) := ⊕iN i with Z/(2)-grading

ε(N)+ = ⊕i evenN
i, ε(N)− = ⊕i oddN

i.

This functor commutes with tensor products, and therefore for N ∈ C(Λ) we have a natural
isomorphism

ε(T n(N)) ' T n(ε(N)).

This functor is compatible with the Sn-actions and induces an isomorphism

ε(Symn(N)) ' Symn(ε(N)).

3.5. Let j : N ↪→M be a monomorphism in C(Λ) such that the cokernel Q has Qi flat over
Λ for all i (the case we will be interested in is when N →M is a cofibration in C(Λ)).

In this case there is a filtration F j
·

Symn(N) = F j
0 ⊂ F j

1 ⊂ · · ·F j
n = Symn(M)

on Symn(M), where F j
i is defined to be the image of the natural map

Symn−i(N)⊗ Symi(M)→ Symn(M).

Similarly for a monomorphism j : N ↪→ M in Mod†Λ with cokernel flat over Λ we have a
filtration F j

· on Symn(M). The forgetful functor ε is compatible with these filtrations (since
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it commutes with the formation of images) in the sense that for a monomorphism N ↪→ M

in C(Λ) the filtration F
ε(j)
· on Symn(ε(M)) ' ε(Symn(M)) is equal to ε(F j

· ).

Lemma 3.6. (i) Let j : N ↪→ M be a monomorphism in Mod†Λ with cokernel Q flat over
Λ. Then for every i the projection Symn−i(N) ⊗ Symi(M) → Symn−i(N) ⊗ Symi(Q) fac-
tors through F j

i , which by definition is a quotient of Symn−i(N)⊗ Symi(M) and induces an
isomorphism

F j
i /F

j
i−1 ' Symn−i(N)⊗ Symi(Q).

(ii) Let j : N ↪→ M be a monomorphism in C(Λ) with cokernel Q term-wise flat over
Λ. Then for every i the projection Symn−i(N)⊗ Symi(M)→ Symn−i(N)⊗ Symi(Q) factors
through F j

i and induces an isomorphism

F j
i /F

j
i−1 ' Symn−i(N)⊗ Symi(Q).

Proof. To prove (i), note that giving a Z/(2)-grading on a Λ-module K is equivalent to

specifying a Λ̃ := Λ[x]/(x2 − 1)-module structure on K compatible with the given Λ-module
structure. In this dictionary K+ (resp. K0) is the +1 (resp. −1) eigenspace of the operator

·x : K → K. Since Q is flat over Λ it is also flat over Λ̃, and therefore we can write Q is a
filtered direct limit

Q = lim−→
s

Qs,

of projective Λ̃-modules Qs. For an index s let Ms denote M ×Q Qs so we have an inclusion
N ↪→ Ms with cokernel Qs. Then M = lim−→s

Ms and since the functors Symn commute with

filtered colimits it suffices to prove (i) for the Ms. This reduces the proof of (i) to the case

when Q is a projective Λ̃-module in which case the projection M → Q has a section in Mod†Λ.
Thus to prove (i) it suffices to consider the case when M = N ⊕ Q, with Q a projective

Λ̃-module. In this case (see for example [6, Appendix 2, A2.2]) we have

Symn(M) = ⊕s+t=nSyms(N)⊗Λ Symt(Q).

The filtration F j
· is given by

F j
i = ⊕s+t=n,t≤iSyms(N)⊗Λ Symt(Q)

from which (i) immediately follows.

Statement (ii) follows from (i) and the observation that all the statement in (ii) can be
verified after applying the functor ε. �

3.7. Symmetric algebras and sheaves.

3.8. Let C be a site with associated topos T as in 2.3, and let Λ be a sheaf of commutative
Q-algebras on C.

3.9. As in the punctual case 3.2 for an integer n and object N ∈ C(Λ) let T n(N) denote the
n-fold tensor product of N with itself over Λ, so in degree r we have

T n(N)r = ⊕i1+···in=rN
i1 ⊗N i2 ⊗ · · · ⊗N in .

This has an action of the symmetric group Sn and the coinvariants of this action are denoted
Symn(N), the n-th symmetric power of N .
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Lemma 3.10. Let u : A → B be a trivial cofibration in C(Λ). Then any pushout of T n(u)
(resp. Symn(u)) is an equivalence.

Proof. The statement for T n(u) is a formal consequence of the monoid axiom. Indeed note
that the map T n(u) can be factored as the composition of finitely many maps of the form

(3.10.1) A⊗s ⊗ A⊗B⊗(n−s−1)id⊗u⊗id// A⊗s ⊗B ⊗B⊗(n−s−1),

whence is an equivalence by the monoid axiom 2.34.

As for the statement about Symn(u), note that since Λ is a Q-algebra for any N the complex
Symn(N) is a direct summand of T n(N), functorialy in N (average over the group). �

Lemma 3.11. Let N ∈ C(Λ) be a cofibrant object. Then T n(N) and Symn(N) are cofibrant
objects of C(Λ).

Proof. The statement for T n(N) is immediate, and the statement for Symn(N) follows by
noting that Symn(N) is a direct summand of T n(N). �

3.12. Basic definitions.

Definition 3.13. A sheaf of commutative differential graded Λ-algebras (abbreviated dga)
on C is a triple

(A, e, µµ),

where A ∈ C(Λ),
µµ : A⊗Λ A→ A, e : Λ→ A,

are morphisms of complexes, such that the following conditions hold:

(i) µµ and e make A0 and ⊕pAp into associative Λ-algebras with unit.
(ii) For local sections a ∈ Ap and b ∈ Aq we have

d(µµ(a, b)) = µµ(d(a), b) + (−1)pµµ(a, d(b)).

(iii) For local sections a ∈ Ap and b ∈ Aq we have

µµ(a, b) = (−1)pqµµ(b, a).

We denote the category of sheaves of differential graded Λ-algebras by dgaΛ.

Remark 3.14. In this paper we consider only commutative differential graded algebras, and
often omit the adjective “commutative”.

Remark 3.15. In what follows we often write simply a · b for µµ(a, b) and 1 ∈ A0 for the unit.

3.16. There is a functor
dgaΛ → C(Λ), A 7→ A]

sending a differential graded algebra A to its underlying complex of Λ modules.

Definition 3.17. Let A ∈ dgaΛ be a sheaf of differential graded Λ-algebras. A left A-module,
is a complex M ∈ C(Λ) with a map of complexes

ρ : A⊗Λ M →M

making ⊕pMp a graded left-module over ⊕pAp.
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For a left A-module M we denote the underlying object of C(Λ) by M ]. The usual shift
in grading extends to the category of left A-modules.

Remark 3.18. Similarly one can define a notion of right A-module. Since our differential
graded algebras are always assumed commutative there is an equivalence of categories between
the categories of left and right A-modules, and in what follows we call them simply A-modules.
We denote the category of A-modules by ModA.

3.19. Model category structure on ModA.

Theorem 3.20. Let A ∈ dgaΛ be an algebra. Then there exists a cofibrantly generated model
category structure on ModA in which a morphism M → N is a fibration (resp. equivalence)
if and only if it is a fibration (resp. equivalence) in C(Λ).

Proof. This follows from [19, 4.1]. �

Remark 3.21. We could also consider two objects A,B ∈ dgaΛ and the resulting category
Mod(A,B) of differential graded (A,B)-bimodules. This category is equivalent to the category
of left modules over Aop ⊗Λ B, so there exists a model category structure on Mod(A,B) in
which a morphism M → N is a fibration (resp. trivial fibration) if and only if the underlying
map in C(Λ) is a fibration (resp. trivial fibration).

3.22. Generating cofibrations in ModA can be given as follows (see [19, §6, proof of Theorem
4.1]). Let

{Ni →Mi}i∈I , (resp. {Sj → Tj}j∈J)

be sets of generating cofibrations (resp. generating trivial cofibrations) in C(Λ). Then the
sets of morphisms in ModA given by

{Ni ⊗Λ A→Mi ⊗Λ A}i∈I , (resp.{Sj ⊗Λ A→ Tj ⊗Λ A}j∈J)

are generating cofibrations (resp. generating trivial cofibrations) in ModA. We denote these
generating sets by IA and JA.

3.23. A variant construction of cofibrations in ModA is the following. Let M ∈ ModA be an
A-module, let N ∈ C(Λ) be a cofibrant object, and let β : N →M ] be a morphism in C(Λ).

By adjunction the morphism β defines a morphism β̃ : A ⊗Λ N → M in ModA. Following
[11, 3.1] we write M{N, β} for the cone of the morphism β̃ (see for example [1, Tag 09K9]
for the construction of the cone). For any Q ∈ ModA giving a morphism M{N, β} → Q in
ModA is equivalent to giving a morphism f : M → Q and a homotopy between the induced
map N → Q] and the zero map in C(Λ). By the following lemma it follows that the map
M →M{N, β} is a cofibration.

Lemma 3.24. Let N ∈ C(Λ) be a cofibrant object, let g : S ′ → S be a trivial fibration in
C(Λ) and let f : N → S ′ be a morphism. Then any homotopy t between gf and 0 lifts to a
homotopy between f and 0.

Proof. For a complex Q ∈ C(Λ) let QI denote Cone(−idQ)[−1]. Then for any complex
N ∈ C(Λ) the set of morphisms N → QI are in bijection with the set of pairs (f, σ), where
f : N → Q is a morphism in C(Λ) and σ is a homotopy between f and 0.
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We apply this to prove the lemma as follows. Let K denote the kernel of S ′ → S. The
preceding construction is functorial and we get a surjective morphism S ′I → SI ×S S ′ with
kernel K[−1]. It follows that S ′I → SI ×S S ′ is a trivial fibration. Since N is cofibrant we can
lift the morphism N → SI ×S S ′ defined by f and t to a morphism N → S ′I , which defines
the required lifting of t. �

Remark 3.25. In the case of the punctual topos, every cofibrant object N ∈ ModA is a
retract of a cofibration obtained as a direct limit of a sequence

0→M1 →M2 → · · · ,

where each Mi → Mi+1 is of the form Mi → Mi{N, β} for a complex N of Λ-modules with
zero differentials. This is shown in [11, 2.2.5].

Lemma 3.26. Let i : N →M be a monomorphism in ModA with cofibrant cokernel. Then i
is a cofibration.

Proof. Write Q for the cokernel of i.

Let L → M be a trivial fibration with L cofibrant, and let K denote Ker(L → Q). Then
the diagram

K

��

// L

��
N // M

is a pushout square, so it suffices to prove that K → L is a cofibration. This reduces the
proof to the case when M is in addition cofibrant, which we assume for the rest of the proof.

Let S ′ → S be a trivial fibration with kernel J and consider a commutative diagram of
solid arrows

N

i
��

a // S ′

��
M

>>

b // S.

Since M is cofibrant we can find a morphism b′ : M → S ′ lifting b. Let ε : N → J denote the
difference a− b′i. To prove the lemma it suffices to show that we can extend ε to a morphism
M → J . Equivalently, if E denotes the pushout of the diagram

N //

��

J

M,

then the inclusion J ↪→ E is split. This follows from noting that E/J ' Q and that the
quotient map E → Q is a trivial fibration. �

3.27. For A ∈ dgaΛ the homotopy category Ho(ModA) is a triangulated category. Indeed
it is obtained by localization along the null system of acyclic modules from the homotopy
category K(ModA), which is triangulated in the usual way (see for example [1, Tag 09P5]).
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3.28. Let A ∈ dgaΛ be an algebra, and let M ∈ ModA and N ∈ ModA be A-modules. We
can then form the complex

M ⊗A N ∈ ModA.

The functor

(−)⊗A N : ModA → ModA

is left adjoint to the functor

H omA(N,−) : ModA → ModA.

Lemma 3.29. If N is cofibrant in ModA, then the adjoint pair ((−)⊗AN,H omA(N,−)) is
a Quillen adjunction.

Proof. It suffices to show that (−) ⊗A N takes cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) to
cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations).

In the case when A = Λ this follows from the discussion in 2.34. This special case has
the following consequence. Let p : S ′ → S be a trivial fibration (resp. fibration) and let
i : M → M ′ be a cofibration (resp. trivial cofibration) in C(Λ). Let F ∈ C(Λ) be the fiber
product of the diagram

H omΛ(M,S ′)

��
H omΛ(M ′, S) // H omΛ(M,S),

so there is a map

q : H omΛ(M ′, S ′)→ F.

Then q is a trivial fibration. Indeed if N → N ′ is a cofibration in C(Λ) then by adjunction
the problem of finding a dotted arrow filling in a commutative square

(3.29.1) N

��

// H omΛ(M ′, S ′)

q

��
N ′ // F

is equivalent to finding a dotted arrow filling in any commutative diagram of solid arrows

N ⊗M

��

// N ⊗M ′

��

// S ′

��
N ′ ⊗M

44

// N ′ ⊗M ′ //

::

S.

Let E denote the pushout of

N ⊗M

��

// N ⊗M ′

N ′ ⊗M,
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and let e : E → N ′ ⊗M ′ be the natural map. Then the problem of filling in 3.29.1 is in turn
equivalent to finding a dotted arrow filling in any commutative diagram of solid arrows

E

e

��

// S ′

��
N ′ ⊗M ′ //

::

S.

If Q (resp. R) denotes the cokernel of N → N ′ (resp. M → M ′) then e is a monomorphism
with cokernel Q⊗R. It follows that e is a cofibration, and if i is a trivial cofibration so is e.
Thus we can find the desired dotted arrow in both our two cases:

(1) p is a trivial fibration and i is a cofibration.
(2) p is a fibration and i is a trivial cofibration.

For the case of general A ∈ dgaΛ, it suffices by [13, 2.1.20] and the description of cofibrant
generators in ModA given in 3.22 to show that if M → M ′ is a cofibration (resp. trivial
cofibration) in C(Λ), then the map

(3.29.2) M ⊗Λ N →M ′ ⊗Λ N

is a cofibration (resp. trivial cofibration) in ModA as well. To verify this let S ′ → S be a
trivial fibration (resp. fibration) in ModA, and let F be the fiber product of the diagram
ModA (where the A-module structure on the terms is induced by the A-module structure on
S ′ and S)

H omΛ(M,S ′)

��
H omΛ(M ′, S) // H omΛ(M,S).

Then the lifting problem for verifying that 3.29.2 is a cofibration (resp. trivial cofibration) is
equivalent to the problem of finding a dotted arrow as follows:

H omΛ(M ′, S ′)

q

��
N //

88

F,

where q is the natural map. By the above discussion the map q is a trivial fibration, as this
can be verified in C(Λ), and since N is cofibrant this lifting problem can be solved. �

3.30. In particular, we get an induced derived functor

(−)⊗L
A (−) : Ho(ModA)× Ho(ModA)→ Ho(ModA).

Lemma 3.29 implies that if N ∈ ModA is cofibrant then (−) ⊗A N preserves trivial cofi-
brations. In fact more is true:

Lemma 3.31. Let N → N ′ be a cofibration in ModA and let i : M →M ′ be an equivalence.
If M ⊗A N →M ′ ⊗A N is an equivalence then M ⊗A N ′ →M ⊗A N ′ is also an equivalence.

In particular, if N ∈ ModA is cofibrant and M →M ′ is an equivalence then the map

M ⊗A N →M ′ ⊗A N
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is an equivalence.

Proof. Let x : {∗} → T be a point of the topos. Then we get an adjunction (x∗, x∗) between
ModA and ModAx , where ModAx is the category of differential graded modules over Ax in the
puntual topos. This is a Quillen adjunction as x∗ preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations
by 2.37. It follows that it suffices to prove the lemma in the case of the punctual topos.

In this case N → N ′ is a retract of cofibration N → N ′′ obtained as a transfinite com-
position of pushouts of the generating cofibrations described in 3.22. It therefore suffices to
consider the case when N → N ′ is a pushout of a generating cofibration. In other words, we
may assume given a cofibration N0 ↪→ N ′0 in C(Λ) and a morphism A⊗Λ N0 → N such that
N → N ′ is the pushout of the resulting diagram

A⊗Λ N0
//

��

A⊗Λ N
′
0

N.

Let Q denote the cokernel of N0 → N ′0 so Q is a cofibrant object of C(Λ); in particular, Q is
termwise flat. Then for any S ∈ ModA the sequence

0→ S ⊗A (A⊗Λ N0)→ S ⊗A (A⊗Λ N
′
0)→ S ⊗A (A⊗Λ Q)→ 0

is exact. By pushing out we find that the sequence

0→ S ⊗A N → S ⊗A N ′ → S ⊗A (A⊗Λ Q)→ 0

is also exact.

We therefore get a commutative diagram

0 // M ⊗A N //

��

M ⊗A N ′

��

// M ⊗Λ Q

��

// 0

0 // M ′ ⊗A N // M ′ ⊗A N ′ // M ′ ⊗Λ Q // 0.

This reduces us to showing that the map M ⊗Λ Q → M ′ ⊗Λ Q is an equivalence. Let C be
the cone of M → M ′. Since Q is cofibrant the tensor product C ⊗Λ Q is equivalent to the
cone of M ⊗Λ Q→M ′⊗Λ Q. Since C is acyclic we then get from 2.15 that C ⊗Λ Q is acyclic
completing the proof. �

3.32. If A→ B is a morphism in dgaΛ, then we have adjoint functors

(−)⊗A B : ModA → ModB,

ϕ : ModB → ModA,

where ϕ is the forgetful functor. The functor ϕ clearly preserves fibrations and trivial fibra-
tions, and therefore the pair

((−)⊗A B,ϕ)

is a Quillen adjunction. We write

(−)⊗L
A B : Ho(ModA)→ Ho(ModB)

for the resulting derived functor.
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Proposition 3.33. If A→ B is a weak equivalence, then the Quillen adjunction ((−)⊗AB,ϕ)
is a Quillen equivalence.

Proof. This follows from [19, 4.3] and 3.31, which implies that if N ∈ ModA is cofibrant then
the functor (−)⊗A N preserves weak equivalences. �

3.34. Model category structure on dgaΛ.

3.35. The forgetful functor ] : dgaΛ → C(Λ) has a left adjoint Sym : C(Λ)→ dgaΛ given by

Sym(N) = ⊕n≥0Symn(N),

with the natural algebra structure.

3.36. Let i : N →M be a cofibration in C(Λ) with cokernel Q so we get a morphism

Sym(N)→ Sym(M)

in dgaΛ. Let Sym(M)a ∈ ModSym(N) denote the differential graded Sym(N)-module underly-
ing Sym(M). We have a filtration

Sym(N) = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ · · · ⊂
∞⋃
i=1

Fi = Sym(M)a,

where Fi is defined to be the image the map

⊕ij=0Sym(N)⊗Λ Symj(M)→ Sym(M)a.

Lemma 3.37. We have

Fi/Fi−1 ' Sym(N)[−i]⊗Λ Symi(Q).

Proof. This follows from 3.6. �

Lemma 3.38. Let i : N → M be a cofibration (resp. trivial cofibration) in C(Λ). Let
Sym(M)a ∈ ModSym(N) denote the underlying Sym(N)-module of Sym(M). Then the map
Sym(N)→ Sym(M)a is a cofibration (resp. trivial cofibration) in ModSym(N).

Proof. It suffices to show that the map Sym(N)→ Fi is a cofibration (resp. trivial cofibration)
for all i. By 3.26 for this it suffices in turn to show that each quotient Fi/Fi−1 is cofibrant
(resp. trivially cofibrant). This follows from 3.37. �

Theorem 3.39. There exists a model category structure dgaΛ in which a morphism f : A→
B is a an equivalence (resp. fibration) if the morphism A] → B] in C(Λ) is an equivalence
(resp. fibration). Cofibrations in dgaΛ are characterized by the left lifting property with respect
to trivial fibrations.

Proof. The functor ] : dgaΛ → C(Λ) has a left adjoint Sym : C(Λ)→ dgaΛ given by

Sym(N) = ⊕n≥0Symn(N),

with the natural algebra structure.

By [4, 3.3] it suffices to verify the following conditions:

(i) The functor Sym preserves λ-smallness for an infinite regular cardinal λ.
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(ii) If d is a transfinite composition of pushouts of coproducts of morphisms Sym(c) for c
a trivial cofibration in C(Λ), then d is an equivalence.

Statement (i) follows from the fact that the right adjoint ] commutes with colimits.

For (ii) note that a transfinite composition of equivalences is an equivalence. It therefore
suffices to show that a pushout e of a coproduct of morphisms Sym(c), for c a trivial cofibration
in C(Λ), is an equivalence. Since the functor Sym commutes with coproducts in fact it
suffices to show that the pushout of a single Sym(c), with c a trivial cofibration in C(Λ), is
an equivalence.

Let c : N → M be such a trivial cofibration. By 3.38 the map Sym(N) → Sym(M)a is a
trivial cofibration in ModSym(N). If Sym(N)→ A is a morphism in dgaΛ then since

(−)⊗Sym(N) A : ModSym(N) → ModA

is a left Quillen functor it follows that the map

A→ A⊗Sym(N) Sym(M)

is an equivalence as this can be verified in ModA. �

Remark 3.40. The model category dgaΛ is cofibrantly generated by [19, 2.3]. Let I (resp. J)
be a set of generating cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) in C(Λ). Then the set Idga (resp.
Jdga) of cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) in dgaΛ obtained by applying the Sym functor
to the elements of I (resp. J) is a generating set of cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) in
dgaΛ.

3.41. For A ∈ dgaΛ, let dgaA\ denote the category of morphisms A → B in dgaΛ. As in
[12, 2.7], this has a model category structure in which a morphism f : B → C under A is
a fibration (resp. weak equivalence, cofibration) if and only if the underlying morphism in
dgaΛ is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence, cofibration).

It is also shown in loc. cit. that the model category dgaA\ is cofibrantly generated. If I
(resp. J) is a generating set of cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) in dgaΛ then the set of
maps

{A⊗Λ X → A⊗Λ Y |(X → Y ) ∈ I}

(resp. {A⊗Λ X → A⊗Λ Y |(X → Y ) ∈ J})
is a generating set of cofibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations) in dgaA\.

3.42. If g : A→ B is a morphism, then there is an induced functor

(3.42.1) dgaB\ → dgaA\

which has a left adjoint given by tensor product (note that for this adjoint to coincide with
module tensor product it is essential that we work with commutative differential graded
algebras). The functor (3.42.1) preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations, and therefore we
have a Quillen adjunction. For C ∈ Ho(dgaA\), we write

C⊗L
AB ∈ Ho(dgaB\)
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for the output of the resulting derived functor applied to C, so there is a commutative square

C // C⊗L
AB

A

OO

// B

OO

in Ho(dgaΛ).

3.43. Fix A ∈ dgaΛ. For B ∈ dgaA\ let Ba ∈ ModA denote the underlying A-module.

Proposition 3.44. Let B → C be a cofibration in dgaA\ with Ba ∈ ModA cofibrant. Then Ca

is also cofibrant in ModA. In particular, if B is a cofibrant object of dgaA\ then Ba ∈ ModA
is cofibrant.

Proof. Let I be a generating set of cofibrations in C(Λ) and let IA\ be the resulting generating
set of cofibrations in dgaΛ (see 3.40 and 3.41). Then every cofibration in dgaA\ is a retract
of a colimit of a (possibly transfinite) sequence of pushouts of morphisms in IA\.

It therefore suffices to show that if c : N →M is an element of I and

ρ : A⊗Λ Sym(N)→ B

is a morphism in dgaA\ with Ba cofibrant, then the underlying A-module of

B ⊗A⊗ΛSym(N) (A⊗Λ Sym(M))

is cofibrant in ModA. Note that this A-module can also be described as

B ⊗Sym(N) Sym(M)a.

By 3.37 this module can be written as a colimit

B = F0 → F1 → F2 → · · · ∪∞i=0 Fi = B ⊗Sym(N) Sym(M)a,

with each successive quotient of the form B[−i] ⊗Λ Symi(Q) with Q ∈ C(Λ) cofibrant. By
3.26 and induction we conclude that each Fi is cofibrant in ModA and therefore the colimit
is cofibrant as well. �

Corollary 3.45. Let B,C ∈ dgaA\ be two objects, and let B†, C† ∈ ModA be the underlying
A-modules. Then the natural map

B† ⊗L
A C

† → (B ⊗L
A C)†

is an equivalence in ModA, where on the left the tensor product is formed in ModA and on
the right in dgaΛ.

Proof. This follows immediately from 3.44. �
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Proposition 3.46. For a commutative diagram in dgaΛ

B0
b // B

A0
a //

β0

>>

γ0   

A

β
??

γ ��
C0

c // C

with a, b, and c equivalences, the induced map in Ho(dgaA0\)

B0 ⊗L
A0
C0 → B ⊗L

A C

is an isomorphism.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case of the punctual topos, and the corresponding statement
for modules (using 3.45). In this case it follows from 3.33. �

3.47. Another adjunction.

3.48. Let A ∈ dgaΛ be an object. For M ∈ C(Λ) the complex H omΛ(A,M) has a natural
A-module structure induced by the A-algebra structure on A. The induced functor

H omΛ(A,−) : C(Λ)→ ModA

is right adjoint to the forgetful functor

ModA → C(Λ).

Proposition 3.49. If A is cofibrant in dgaΛ then H omΛ(A,−) is a right Quillen functor so
we obtain a Quillen adjunction (ϕ,H omΛ(A,−)), where ϕ : ModA → C(Λ) is the forgetful
functor.

Proof. It suffices to verify that if S ′ → S is a fibration (resp. trivial fibration) in C(Λ) then
the induced morphism in C(Λ)

H omΛ(A, S ′)→H omΛ(A, S)

is a fibration (resp. trivial fibration) in C(Λ), since a morphism in ModA is a fibration (resp.
trivial fibration) if and only if its image in C(Λ) is a fibration (resp. trivial fibration). This
follows from 3.44 which implies that A is cofibrant in C(Λ). �

3.50. Functoriality.

3.51. Let f : (T ′,Λ′)→ (T,Λ) be a morphism of ringed topoi satisfying the conditions in 2.3
with Λ and Λ′ algebras over Q.

Since the functor f∗ : C(T ′,Λ′) → C(T,Λ) takes fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations) to
fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations) by 2.37, the induced functor

f∗ : dgaT ′,Λ′ → dgaT,Λ
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also takes fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations) to fibrations (resp. trivial fibrations). Here we
write dgaT,Λ instead of dgaΛ to make clear the relevant topos. We therefore also get a Quillen
adjunction

dgaT ′,Λ′
f∗ // dgaT,Λ,
f∗
oo

and derived functors

Ho(dgaT ′,Λ′)
Rf∗ // Ho(dgaT,Λ).
Lf∗
oo

Combining this with the tensor product construction, if A ∈ dgaT,Λ and B ∈ dgaT ′,Λ′ , and
ε : f ∗A→ B is a morphism in dgaT ′,Λ′ , then we can define a functor

f ∗ : ModT,A → ModT ′,B, M 7→ f ∗M ⊗f∗A B.
This functor has right adjoint

f∗ : ModT ′,B → ModT,A
where for N ∈ ModT ′,B the complex f∗N is viewed as a A-module via the map A → f∗B
adjoint to ε. As above the functor f ∗ takes cofibrations to cofibrations so we have a Quillen
adjunction, giving rise to derived functors

Ho(ModT ′,B)
Rf∗ // Ho(ModT,A).
Lf∗
oo

3.52. The subcategory dga≥0,∗
Λ .

3.53. Let dga≥0,∗
Λ ⊂ dgaΛ denote the full subcategory of objects A ∈ dgaΛ with H i(A) = 0

for i < 0 and the natural map Λ → H 0(A) an isomorphism. Note that these conditions

depend only on the image of A in Ho(dgaΛ), and we write Ho(dga≥0,∗
Λ ) ⊂ Ho(dgaΛ) for the

image of dga≥0,∗
Λ .

Proposition 3.54. Assume that for every point x of the topos T the ring Λx := x−1Λ is
reduced. Then for a diagram in dga≥0,∗

Λ

A //

��

B

C

the natural map Λ→H 0(B ⊗L
A C) is injective.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case of the punctual topos. Furthermore, we may assume
that A → B is a cofibration in which case the derived tensor product is represented by the
usual tensor product B ⊗A C.

For a ring homomorphism Λ → Λ′ let AΛ′ (resp. BΛ′ , CΛ′) denote the base change of A
(resp. B, C) to Λ′. Then AΛ′ → BΛ′ is still a cofibration and we have a commutative diagram

Λ //

��

Λ′

��
H0(B ⊗A C) // H0(BΛ′ ⊗AΛ′

CΛ′).
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Since Λ is reduced, to prove the proposition it suffices to show that it holds after base change
Λ→ Λ′ with Λ′ a field. This therefore reduces us further to the case when Λ is a field.

In this case fibrations are epimorphisms and the model category structure reduces to the
one considered in [18].

In particular, there exists an equivalence A0 → A with Ai0 = 0 for i < 0 and Ai0 = Λ (see
for example the proof of [18, 7.2]).

Then by 3.46 the map
B ⊗L

A0
C → B ⊗L

A C

is an equivalence, so it suffices to prove the result in the case when Λ = A0. Similarly we can
arrange that Bi = 0 and Ci = 0 for i < 0.

By [18, 7.2.2] we may further assume that B is cofibrant in dgaA\ in which case B ⊗A C
represents B ⊗L

A C. Since B ⊗A C is concentrated in degrees ≥ 0 this implies that H i(B ⊗LL
A

C) = 0 for i < 0. Furthermore, the degree 0 part of B ⊗A C is B0 ⊗Λ C
0 whence the map

Λ→ (B ⊗A C)0 is injective. It follows that Λ→H 0(B ⊗A C) is also injective. �

4. `-derived schemes: Basic definitions and properties

Fix a prime `, and let E denote either a finite extension of Q` or a separable closure Q`.

Throughout this section we consider only quasi-compact and quasi-separated schemes over
Z[1/`]. For such a scheme X we write also E for the sheaf on the pro-étale site of X defined
by E; see [3, 4.2.12].

Definition 4.1. An `-derived scheme is a pair (X,AX), where X is a quasi-compact and
quasi-separated Z[1/`]-scheme and AX is a sheaf of differential graded E-algebras on the
pro-étale site of X. A morphism (Y,AY ) → (X,AX) of `-derived schemes is a pair (f, f b),
where f : Y → X is a morphism of schemes and f b : f−1AX → AY is a morphism of sheaves
of differential graded E-algebras on Y .

Remark 4.2. We often write simply f for a morphism (f, f b).

Remark 4.3. We often write f b also for the map AX → f∗AY corresponding to f b by
adjunction.

4.4. For an `-derived scheme (X,AX) we denote the category of sheaves of differential graded
AX-modules on the pro-étale site of X by Mod(X,AX). By 3.20 this is a model category and
we write D(X,AX) for the resulting homotopy category. It is a triangulated category by 3.27.

If (f, f b) : (Y,AY )→ (X,AX) is a morphism of `-derived schemes we have by 3.50 induced
derived functors

Rf∗ : D(Y,AY )→ D(X,AX), Lf ∗ : D(X,AX)→ D(Y,AY ).

4.5. A commutative diagram of `-derived schemes

(F,AF )
g′ //

f ′

��

(Z,AZ)

f

��
(Y,AY )

g // (X,AX)
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is homotopy cartesian if the underlying diagram of schemes is cartesian, and the induced
diagram of rings on the pro-étale site of F

h−1AX //

��

f ′−1AZ

��
g′−1AY // AF

is homotopy cocartesian, where h : F → X denotes the composition fg′ = f ′g.

4.6. Constructible modules. Let (X,AX) be an `-derived scheme with X a topologically
noetherian quasi-compact and quasi-separated Z[1/`]-scheme.

Definition 4.7. An object M ∈ D(X,AX) is constructible if its image in D(X,E) is con-
structible in the sense of [3, 6.8.8].

An object of Mod(X,AX) is called constructible if its image in D(X,AX) is constructible.

4.8. Since the forgetful functor

D(X,AX)→ D(X,E)

is triangulated it follows from [3, 6.8.9] that the subcategory Dc(X,AX) ⊂ D(X,AX) of
constructible objects is a sub-triangulated category.

If f : (Y,AY )→ (X,AX) is a morphism of `-derived schemes then the induced functor

Lf ∗ : D(X,AX)→ D(Y,AY )

preserves constructibility by [3, 6.5.9 (5) and 6.8.15] and therefore restricts to a triangulated
functor

Lf ∗ : Dc(X,AX)→ Dc(Y,AY ).

Similarly, if f is finitely presented and Y is quasi-excellent then by [3, 6.7.2 and 6.8.15] the
functor

Rf∗ : D(Y,AY )→ D(X,AX)

preserves constructibility and induces a functor

Rf∗ : Dc(Y,AY )→ Dc(X,AX).

By the general machinery in 3.29 we also have internal tensor and Hom functors

(−)⊗L
AX

(−) : D(X,AX)×D(X,AX)→ D(X,AX)

RHom(−,−) : D(X,AX)op ×D(X,AX)→ D(X,AX).

By [3, 6.7.12] tensor product preserves constructibility and by [3, 6.7.13] so does RHom if X
is quasi-excellent. With these assumptions we therefore get functors

(−)⊗L
AX

(−) : Dc(X,AX)×Dc(X,AX)→ Dc(X,AX)

RHom(−,−) : Dc(X,AX)op ×Dc(X,AX)→ Dc(X,AX).
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4.9. Let (X,AX) be an `-derived scheme with X excellent equipped with a dimension function
δ. Let ΩX ∈ D(X,E) be the image under the natural map

D(X,OE)→ D(X,E)

of the dualizing complex defined in [3, 6.7.20].

Let π : A′X → AX be a cofibrant replacement for AX in the model category of differential
graded Λ-algebras (so π is a trivial fibration and A′X is a cofibrant Λ-algebra). By 3.49 we
then have a derived functor

RHomΛ(A′X ,−) : D(X,E)→ D(X,A′X),

with left adjoint the forgetful functor. By 3.33 the extension of scalars functor

D(X,A′X)→ D(X,AX)

is an equivalence of triangulated categories so we obtain a triangulated functor

RHomΛ(AX ,−) : D(X,E)→ D(X,AX)

right adjoint to the forgetful functor. Since this functor is determined by its left adjoint it is
independent of the choice of cofibrant replacement of AX .

Definition 4.10. The dualizing complex of (X,AX) is the object

Ω(X,AX) := RHomΛ(AX ,ΩX) ∈ D(X,AX).

Remark 4.11. Note that for an object M ∈ D(X,AX) we have by 3.49

RHomAX
(M,Ω(X,AX)) ' RHomΛ(M ],ΩX),

where M ] ∈ D(X,E) is the underlying complex of M .

Proposition 4.12. Assume that the image of AX in D(X,E) is in Dc(X,E). Then Ω(X,AX) ∈
Dc(X,AX), the functor RHomA(−,Ω(X,AX)) induces a functor

D(X,AX) : Dc(X,AX)op → Dc(X,AX)

such that the natural map id→ D2
(X,AX) is an isomorphism of functors.

Proof. This follows immediately from [3, 6.7.20], its generalization to E-coefficients using [3,
6.8.14], and the observation that the following diagram commutes

D(X,AX)op

D(X,AX )

��

// D(X,E)

DX

��
D(X,AX) // D(X,E),

where the horizontal arrows are the forgetful morphisms. �
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5. Actions of correspondences and naive local terms

Throughout this section we work over a base field k and ` denotes a prime invertible in k.

5.1. A correspondence of `-derived k-schemes is a diagram of `-derived k-schemes

(C,AC)
c1

yy

c2

&&
(X,AX) (X,AX),

with C and X quasi-excellent. We often denote such a correspondence simply by c.

Let AX×X denote the sheaf of E-algebras on X ×X given by pr−1
1 AX ⊗E pr−1

2 AX . Then a
correspondence can also be written as a morphism

c = (c1, c2) : (C,AC)→ (X ×X,AX×X).

Let M ∈ D(X,AX) be an object. A naive action of c on M is a morphism

u : Lc∗1M → Lc∗2M

in D(C,AC).

Definition 5.2. Let M ∈ Dc(X,AX) be an object, and let M∨ denote RHomAX
(M,AX) ∈

Dc(X,AX). We say that M is c-quasi-perfect if the natural map

(5.2.1) (Lc∗1M
∨)⊗L

AC
(Lc∗2M)→ RHomAC

(Lc∗1M,Lc∗2M)

is an isomorphism.

5.3. If u is a naive action of c on a c-quasi-perfect object M , we can define the naive local
terms of u as follows. Let ∆X : X → X×X be the diagonal morphism and fix a factorization

∆−1
X AX×X

a // ÃX
b // AX

in the category of sheaves of differential graded E-algebras on X, with a a cofibration and b
a trivial fibration. Define (F,AF ) by setting

F := C ×c,X×X,∆X
X

with sheaf of algebras

AF := (ÃX)|F ⊗AX×X |F (AC |F ),

so we have a homotopy cartesian diagram

(F,AF )
δ′ //

c′

��

(C,AC)

c

��
(X, ÃX)

δ // (X ×X,AX×X).

Let h : (F,AF )→ (X ×X,AX×X) denote c ◦ δ′ = δ ◦ c′.
Let M∨ �M ∈ D(X ×X,AX×X) denote Lpr∗1M

∨ ⊗AX×X
Lpr∗2M . The isomorphism 5.2.1

enables us to view u as a morphism

(5.3.1) AC
u // Lc∗(M∨ �M).
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There is a natural evaluation map in D(X, ÃX)

(5.3.2) ev : Lδ∗(M∨ �M)→ ÃX .

Indeed giving such a map is equivalent to giving a map

L∆∗X(M∨ �M) = M∨ ⊗L
AX

M → AX ,

and we take the usual evaluation map. Pulling (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) back to (F,AF ) we get a
diagram

(5.3.3) AF
δ′∗u // Lh∗(M∨ �M)

c′∗ev // AF .

Definition 5.4. The naive local term of u, denoted tu ∈ H0(F,AF ), is the global section of
AF defined by the composite 5.3.3.

Remark 5.5. Note that the underlying h−1AX×X-module of AF is the derived tensor product
c′−1AX ⊗L

h−1AX×X
δ′−1AC . Therefore the naive local term is independent of the cofibrant

replacement ÃX .

Remark 5.6. More generally we can define naive local terms of elements u ∈ H0(C,Lc∗(M∨�
M)), without assuming that M is c-quasi-perfect.

5.7. Addendum on AF . The special properties of the pro-étale site and the fact that we
work with E-coefficients enable us to say a bit more than 3.54 about the derived tensor
product occurring in the definition of AF .

Remark 5.8. It is tempting to try to prove the results of this subsection, and in particular
5.14, by passing to points. This approach runs into difficulties, however, as the stalks of
the sheaf E are not equal to the field E. The pro-étale topos has points not coming from
geometric points of the underlying scheme (see [1, Tag 0991]).

5.9. Let X be a quasi-compact and quasi-separated quasi-excellent scheme. Following [3,
6.8.3] let LocX denote the category of locally free sheaves of E-modules of finite rank. Let

L̃ocX denote the category of sheaves of E-modules on the pro-étale site of X which can be
written as a filtered colimit of objects of LocX .

By [3, 6.8.5] the category LocX is an abelian subcategory of the category of sheaves of
E-modules.

Lemma 5.10. (i) Every object M ∈ L̃ocX is isomorphic to a colimit colimi∈IVi of objects
Vi ∈ LocX , with I a filtering category and each morphism Vi → Vj injective.

(ii) Let M = colimi∈IVi be an object of L̃ocX and assume that all transition maps Vi → Vj
are injective. Then Γ(X,M) = colimi∈IΓ(X, Vi).

(iii) Let M = colimi∈IVi and N = colimj∈JWj be objects of L̃ocX and assume all transition
maps Wj → Wj′ are injective. Then

HomL̃ocX
(M,N) = limi∈Icolimj∈JHomLocX (Vi,Wj).

(iv) Let f : M → N be a morphism in L̃ocX . Then the kernel of f , the image of f , and

the cokernel of f is also in L̃ocX .
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(v) If

0→M1 →M2 →M3 → 0

is a short exact sequence of sheaves of E-modules and M1,M3 ∈ L̃ocX then M2 ∈ L̃ocX .

Proof. For (i) define for every ϕ : i → j the subsheaf Kϕ ⊂ Vi to be the kernel of the map
Vi → Vj. Then Kϕ is a lisse subsheaf of Vi, being the kernel of a map of lisse sheaves, and
since the category I is filtering the collection of subobjects {Kϕ ⊂ Vi} is connected in the
sense that for any two Kϕ, Kϕ′ ⊂ Vi there exists a third Kϕ′′ containing both. Since Vi has
finite rank it follows that there exists a lisse subsheaf Ki ⊂ Vi such that

Ki = ∪ϕ:i→jKϕ.

Let Wi denote Vi/Ki. For ϕ : i→ j in I we then get induced maps Wi → Wj and colimIVi '
colimIWi.

Statement (ii) is shown in [1, Tag 09A0].

For (iii) note that by the universal property of the colimit we have

HomL̃ocX
(M,N) = limi∈IHomL̃ocX

(Vi, N).

Since Vi is locally free of finite rank we have

HomL̃ocX
(Vi, N) ' Γ(X,N ⊗E V ∨i ),

and by (ii) we have

Γ(X,N ⊗E V ∨i ) ' colimj∈JΓ(X,Wj ⊗ V ∨i ) ' colimj∈JHomLocX (Vi,Wj).

For (iv) it suffices to prove that L̃ocX is closed under the formation of cokernels and that

if f : M → N is a surjective morphism in L̃ocX then the kernel of f is in L̃ocX (indeed the
image of f is the kernel of N → Coker(f) and Ker(f) is also the kernel if the map from M
to the image).

Write M = colimj∈JWj and N = colimi∈IVi, with all transitions maps injective (using
(i)). Let Vi → V i be the quotient of Vi by the subsheaf generated by images of Wj with
f(Wj) ⊂ Vi. Then V i is a lisse sheaf, for ϕ : i→ j in I we have induced maps V i → V j and
Coker(f) = colimi∈IV i (using (iii)).

For the statement about kernels, assume furthermore that f is surjective. For every j ∈ J
let Kj denote the kernel of Wj → N . Then Kj is a lisse subsheaf of Wj. Indeed by (iii)
there exists an index i such that Wj → N factors through the monomorphism Vi ↪→ N and
therefore Kj can be realized as the kernel of a morphism of lisse sheaves. Since f is an
epimorphism we have N = colimj∈J(Wj/Kj) and since filtered colimits are exact it follows
that Ker(f) is given by colimj∈JKj.

Finally to prove (v), write M3 = colimi∈IVi. It then suffices to show that for each of the
pulled back sequences

0→M1 → E2 → Vi → 0,

where E2 = M2×M3 Vi the sheaf E2 is in L̃ocX . This reduces the proof to the case when M3 ∈
LocX in which case the class of the extension is given by an element of H1(X,M1 ⊗E M∨

3 ).
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Writing M1 = colimj∈JWj the natural map

colimj∈JH
1(X,Wj ⊗E M∨

3 )→ H1(X,M1 ⊗E M∨
3 )

is an isomorphism, by [1, Tag 09A0]. This implies (v). �

Corollary 5.11. Let

M1 →M2 →M3 →M1[1]

be a distinguished triangle in D(X,E) and assume that for all i the sheaves H i(M1) and

H i(M2) are in L̃ocX . Then all cohomology sheaves of M3 are also in L̃ocX .

Proof. This follows immediately from 5.10. �

5.12. Let A be a sheaf of differential graded E-algebras on X and assume that the following
conditions hold:

(i) H i(A) = 0 for i < 0.
(ii) The natural map E →H 0(A) is an isomorphism.

(iii) We have H i(A) ∈ L̃ocX for all i.

5.13. Let D≥0 denote the subcategory of D(X,A) consisting of modules M for which we have

(i) H i(M) = 0 for i < 0.
(ii) The sheaf H 0(M) is a lisse sheaf of E-modules of rank 1.

(iii) We have H i(M) ∈ L̃ocX for all i.

We say that an object P ∈ D(X,A) is D≥0-acyclic of for all C ∈ D≥0 and j < 0 we have

H j(P ⊗L
A C) = 0,

and the natural map

H 0(P )⊗E H 0(C)→H 0(P ⊗L
A C)

is injective.

Proposition 5.14. Let f : M → N be a morphism in D≥0 which is an isomorphism on H 0

and surjective on H i for i > 0. If M is D≥0-acyclic then N is also D≥0-acylic.

Proof. We inductively construct a factorization of f in D(X,A) for i ≥ 0

(5.14.1) M
gi // Mi

hi // N

such that Mi is D≥0-acyclic and the map Mi → N induces an isomorphism H s(Mi) →
H s(N) for s ≤ i. Furthermore, we will construct maps ui : Mi → Mi+1 such that the
diagrams

Mi

ui

��

hi

""
M

gi
<<

gi+1 ""

N

Mi+1

hi+1

<<
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commute. We then get an isomorphism N ' hocolim Mi, which implies the result as the
homotopy colimit of a sequence of D≥0-acyclic objects is again D≥0-acyclic .

To construct the Mi we proceed by induction on i. For the base case i = 0 we take M0 = M .
So we assume the factorization 5.14.1 has been construction for an integer i and construct
the corresponding factorization for i+ 1.

For a complex T ∈ D(X,A) let T ] ∈ D(X,E) denote the underlying complex. Let W0

denote the cone of the morphism hi : Mi → N . We then have H s(W0) = 0 for s < i and a
short exact sequence

0→H i(W0)→H i+1(Mi)→H i+1(N).

Let L0 denote H i(W0). Since W0 ∈ D≥i(X,E) we get a morphism L0[−i] → W ]
0 and

therefore also a morphism

α0 : L0[−i− 1]→M ]
i .

Let Fi0 denote the cone of the induced morphism

A⊗E L0[−i− 1]→Mi.

We then have a factorization

Mi → Fi0 → N

of hi such that L0 maps to 0 under the map H i+1(Mi)→H i+1(Fi0).

Lemma 5.15. The object Fi0 is D≥0-acyclic and the map Mi → Fi0 induces an isomorphism
on cohomology sheaves H s for s ≤ i.

Proof. We have a distinguished triangle

A⊗E L0[−i− 1]→Mi → Fi0 → A⊗E L0[−i],

and therefore for every C ∈ D≥0 we get by tensoring this triangle with C and taking coho-
mology sheaves a long exact sequence

· · · →H s−i−1(C)⊗E L0 →H s(C ⊗L
AMi)→H s(C ⊗L

A Fi0)→H s−i(C)⊗E L0 → · · · .

Since i is at least 0 it follows that the map

H s(C ⊗L
AMi)→H s(C ⊗L

A Fi0)

is injective (resp. an isomorphism) for s = 0 (resp. s < 0).

Taking C = A we also get that the map H s(Mi)→ H s(Fi0) is an isomorphism for s ≤ i
(note that the map L0 →H i+1(Mi) is injective). From this the lemma follows. �

Repeating the construction inductively we then obtain a sequence of morphisms

Mi → Fi0 → Fi1 → · · · → N,

such that for all j the map Fij → Fi(j+1) induces an isomorphism on H s for s ≤ i and such
that the map H i+1(Fij) → H i+1(Fi(j+1) sends the kernel of H i+1(Fij) → H i+1(N) to 0,
and such that Fij is D≥0-acyclic. Now define Mi+1 to be hocolim jFij. This completes the
proof of 5.14. �
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5.16. Let X be a scheme, let ` be a prime invertible on X, and let E denote either a finite
extension of Q` or Q`. Let dga denote the category of sheaves of differential graded E-algebras
in the pro-étale topos of X, and define dga≥0,∗ as in 3.53. Fix a diagram in dga≥0,∗

A
b //

c

��

B

C,

with the maps H i(A)→H i(B) surjective for all i.

Proposition 5.17. Assume that X is quasi-compact and separated, quasi-excellent, and topo-
logically noetherian. Assume further that the underlying complexes Aa, Ba, Ca ∈ D(X,E) are
in Dc(X,E). Then H i(C ⊗L

A B) = 0 for i < 0.

Proof. Since X is topologically noetherian there exists a finite stratification of X such that the
restrictions of the cohomology sheaves of A, B, and C are lisse on each stratum. Restricting
to such a stratum we may further assume that the cohomology sheaves are lisse. Using 3.45,
the result now follows from 5.14 applied to the map of A-modules A→ B and noting that A
is trivially D≥0-acyclic. �

6. Sheaves with unipotent local monodromy

Throughout this section we work over a field k and ` denotes a prime invertible in k. Let
E denote either a finite extension of Q` or Q`.

6.1. Consider a correspondence over k

c = (c1, c2) : C → X ×X,
with C and X of finite type over k. Let D ⊂ X be a closed subscheme such that c−1

1 (D) =
c−1

2 (D) (set-theoretically), and let E ⊂ C denote this common preimage. Let j : X◦ ↪→ X
(resp. j̃ : C◦ ↪→ C) be the complement of D (resp. E). Let AX (resp. AC) denote the
differential graded on X (resp. C) given by Rj∗EX◦ (resp. Rj̃∗EC◦). We then have a
correspondence of `-derived schemes

c : (C,AC)→ (X,AX)× (X,AX).

Lemma 6.2. (i) Let X be a finite type k-scheme and let K ∈ Dc(X,E) be a constructible
complex. Suppose that for every geometric point x̄ → X mapping to a closed point of X the
pullback of K to the pro-étale site of Spec(OX,x̄) is acyclic. Then K is acyclic.

(ii) Let f : L→M be a morphism in Dc(X,E) such that for any geometric point x̄→ X ly-
ing over a closed point the pullback of f to the pro-étale site of Spec(OX,x̄) is an isomorphism.
Then f is an isomorphism.

Proof. For (i), note that by definition (see [3, 6.8.8]) there exists a finite stratification of X
such that the restriction of K to each stratum has lisse cohomology sheaves. Restricting to
each stratum it therefore suffices to consider the case when K has lisse cohomology sheaves,
when the result is immediate.

Statement (ii) follows from (i) applied to the cone of f . �
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Definition 6.3. A lisse sheaf V of E-modules on X◦ has unipotent local monodromy if for
every geometric point x̄→ X lying over a closed point the pullback of V to the pro-étale site
of

Spec(OX,x̄)
◦ := X◦ ×X Spec(OX,x̄)

is unipotent (that is, there exists a finite filtration on the pullback of V whose successive
quotients are trivial).

Theorem 6.4. Let V be a lisse sheaf of E-modules on X◦ with unipotent local monodromy
and let M ∈ D(X,AX) denote Rj∗V.

(i) M is c-quasi-perfect.

(ii) Any morphism u◦ : c∗1V → c∗2V over C◦ extends uniquely to a morphism u : Lc∗1M →
Lc∗2M in Dc(C,AC).

The proof occupies the remainder of this section. In the following we work with the notation
and assumptions of the theorem.

Lemma 6.5. Let c∗iV (i = 1, 2) denote the lisse sheaf on C◦ obtained from V by pullback
along ci. Then the natural map in D(C,AC)

Lc∗iM → Rj̃∗c
∗
iV

is an isomorphism.

Proof. By 6.2 (ii) it suffices to show that for any geometric point ȳ → C lying over a closed
point of C the morphism pulls back to an isomorphism over Spec(OC,ȳ). Let x̄ → X denote
the geometric point of X obtained from ȳ by composing with ci. We then have a commutative
diagram

Spec(OC,ȳ)

��

c̃i // Spec(OX,x̄)

��
C

ci // X.

It therefore suffices to prove the analogous statement for the morphism

Spec(OC,ȳ)→ Spec(OX,x̄)

and the restriction of M to Spec(OX,x̄). In this case the result is immediate as this pullback
admits a finite filtration whose successive quotients are trivial by assumption. �

From this lemma and adjunction we get 6.4 (ii).

We use a similar reduction to the unipotent case to prove 6.4 (i).

6.6. By adjunction the natural map

M∨ = RHomAX
(M,AX)→ Rj∗V

∨

is an isomorphism, where V ∨ denotes the dual of V , and by 6.5 applied to V ∨ we have

Lc∗1M
∨ ' Rj̃∗c

∗
1V
∨.

Also by adjunction and using the isomorphism Lc∗2M ' Rj̃∗V we have

RHomAC
(Lc∗1M,Lc∗2M) ' Rj̃∗(c

∗
1V
∨ ⊗E c∗2V ).
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Thus the c-quasi-perfection of M is equivalent to the following statement:

Lemma 6.7. The natural map

(Rj̃∗c
∗
1V
∨)⊗L

AC
(Rj̃∗c

∗
2V )→ Rj̃∗(c

∗
1V
∨ ⊗E c∗2V )

is an isomorphism.

Proof. By 6.2 (ii) it suffices to verify that the map is an isomorphism after pulling back to
the pro-étale site of Spec(OX,x̄) for every geometric closed point x̄→ X. The pullbacks of V
and V ∨ to such Spec(OX,x̄) are unipotent by assumption, and in this case the result follows
from filtering V or V ∨ reducing to the trivial case. �

This completes the proof of 6.4. �

7. Properties of naive local terms

7.1. Functoriality.

7.2. We continue with the notation of 6.1. Let

C ′
c′1

~~

c′2

  
g

��

X ′

f

��

X ′

f

��

C
c1

}}

c2

!!
X X

be a commutative diagram with

c′ : C ′ → X ′ ×X ′

a second correspondence with C ′ and X ′ quasi-excellent. Let D′ ⊂ X ′ be a closed subscheme
with c′−1

1 (D′) = c′−1
2 (D′) (set-theoretically) and let E ′ ⊂ C ′ denote this common preimage.

Let j′ : X ′◦ ↪→ X ′ (resp. j̃′ : C ′◦ ↪→ C ′) denote the complement of D′ (resp. E ′) and assume
that f−1(D) ⊂ D′ so we have a commutative diagram

C ′◦
c′1

||

c′2

""
g

��

X ′◦

f

��

X ′◦

f

��

C◦

c1

||

c2

""
X◦ X◦.
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Let AX′ (resp. AC′) denote the sheaf of differential graded algebras Rj′∗EX′◦ (resp. Rj̃′∗EC′◦)
so we have a commutative diagram of `-derived schemes

(C ′, AC′)
c′1

xx

c′2

&&
g

��

(X ′, AX′)

f

��

(X ′, AX′)

f

��

(C,AC)
c1

xx

c2

&&
(X,AX) (X,AX).

7.3. Let M ∈ Dc(X,AX) be a c-quasi-perfect object and let u : Lc∗1M → Lc∗2M be a naive
action so we have a naive local term (see remark 5.5)

tu ∈ H0(F,AF ),

where F denotes C ×c,X×X,∆X
X.

The pullback M ′ := f ∗M ∈ Dc(X
′, AX′) may not be c′-quasi-perfect, but still the action u

pulls back to a section
u′ ∈ H0(C ′, Lc′∗(M ′∨ �M ′)),

and therefore, as noted in 5.6, we can also define a naive local term

tu′ ∈ H0(F ′, AF ′),

where F ′ := C ′ ×c′,X′×X′,∆X′
X ′.

Proposition 7.4. The image of tu under the natural map

H0(F,AF )→ H0(F ′, AF ′)

is equal to tu′.

Proof. This is immediate from the construction. �

7.5. Calculations using universal covers.

7.6. In this subsection we work with the notation and assumptions of 6.1. Assume in addition
that X and C are normal.

Let V be a lisse sheaf of E-modules on X◦ with unipotent local monodromy and let M ∈
Dc(X,AX) denote Rj∗V . By [3, 6.8.13] we can write V = VO ⊗OE

E for a lisse sheaf of
OE-modules VO. Let Y ◦n → X◦ denote the finite étale cover defined by the quotient VO/`

nVO,
and let Yn → X be the normalization of X in Y ◦n . Let Y ◦ → X◦ (resp. Y → X) denote lim←−Y

◦
n

(resp. lim←−Yn), the limit taken with respect to the natural transition maps. Then Y ◦ → X◦

is a pro-étale covering.

If x̄ → X◦ is a geometric point and I ⊂ GL(Vx̄) is the image of π1(X◦, x̄), then Y ◦ is a
torsor under the sheaf of groups on Xpro-et defined by the pro-finite group I as in [3, 7.4.3].

The action of I on Y ◦ extends to an action on Y which is transitive in fibers.
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7.7. Let T denote the fiber product of the diagram

C

��
Y × Y // X ×X,

so the restriction T ◦ → C◦ of T is a torsor under I × I and this action extends to an action
of I × I on T over C which is transitive on fibers.

Note that j̃′ : T ◦ ↪→ T is a dense open immersion, since the closure is I × I-invariant and
contains a point in every fiber.

Let j′ : Y ◦ ↪→ Y be the inclusion and let AY (resp. AT ) denote Rj′∗EY ◦ (resp. Rj̃′∗ET ◦).
We then have a commutative diagram of `-derived schemes

(T,AT )

g

��

c′1

yy

c′2

&&
(Y,AY )

f

��

(Y,AY )

f

��

(C,AC)
c1

yy

c2

&&
(X,AX) (X,AX).

7.8. Let W denote the E-vector space H0(Y ◦, f ∗V ). By construction the pullback f ∗V on
Y ◦ is trivial, so we have

Rj′∗(f
∗V ) ' W ⊗E AY .

In particular, there is an induced map in D(Y,AY )

(7.8.1) Lf ∗M → W ⊗E AY .

Lemma 7.9. The map 7.8.1 is an isomorphism.

Proof. By a similar argument to the one proving 6.2 it suffices to show that the map becomes
an isomorphism after base change Spec(OX,x̄) with x̄ → X a geometric closed point. Since
the pullback of V to such Spec(OX,x̄)

◦ is unipotent this gives the result. �

7.10. Let

v : Lc′∗1 (W ⊗E AY )→ Lc′∗2 (W ⊗E AY )

denote the pullback of u. This map v is determined by its restriction to T ◦. This restriction
is simply a map of constant sheaves

W → W

on the pro-étale site of T ◦, and such a map is given by a continuous map

ρ : π0(T ◦)→ GL(W ).
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Since T ◦ is a torsor over C◦ the action of I × I on T ◦ induces a transitive action of I × I on
π0(T ◦). Let ε : I → GL(W ) be the representation corresponding to V . Then ρ is compatible
with these actions in the sense that for p ∈ π0(T ◦) and (g1, g2) ∈ I × I we have

ρ((g1, g2) ∗ p) = ε(g2)−1ρ(p)ε(g1)−1.

Note also that since T is integral the map

π0(T ◦)→ π0(T )

is an isomorphism, so we can also view ρ as a map π0(T )→ GL(W ).

7.11. Let F ′ denote T×Y×Y,∆Y
Y . By construction the map v is given by the map of constant

sheaves W → W defined by ρ tensored with the identity map on AT . It follows that the naive
local term tv ∈ H0(F ′, AF ′) is equal to the image of the composite map

π0(F ′) // π0(T )
ρ // GL(W )

trace // E,

viewed as a section tr(ρ) ∈ H0(F ′, EF ′), under the natural map

(7.11.1) H0(F ′, EF ′)→ H0(F ′, AF ′).

Remark 7.12. Note that the map 7.11.1 is injective by 3.54.

7.13. Let z̄ → F := C×c,X×X,∆X
X be a geometric point, and let x̄→ X be its projection to

X. Let z̄′ → T be a lifting of z̄. Then c′1(z̄′) may not equal c′2(z̄′) but since the action of I is
transitive on fibers of Y → X there exists an element γ ∈ I so that replacing z̄′ by (1, γ) ∗ z̄′
we obtain a lifting z̄′ with c′1(z̄′) = c′2(z̄′). In other words, we can lift z̄ to a point z̄′ → F ′.

Let [z̄′] ∈ π0(F ′) denote the component containing z̄′, and let tz̄ ∈ AF,z̄ be the image of the
naive local term tu.

Lemma 7.14. The image of tz̄ in AF ′,z̄′ is equal to the image of tr(ρ)([z̄′]) under the map
7.11.1.

Proof. This follows from 7.4. �

Proposition 7.15. Assume that the local term tu ∈ H0(F,AF ) lies in H0(F,EF ). Let z̄i → F
(i = 1, 2) be two fixed points, and let z̄′i → F ′ (i = 1, 2) be liftings. Let γ : W → W denote the
image under ρ of the image of [z̄1] ∈ π0(F ′) in π0(T ), and let (g1, g2) ∈ I × I be an element
such that the image of [z̄2] ∈ π0(F ′) in π0(T ) is equal to (g1, g2) applied to the image of [z̄1].
Then tu,z̄1 = tr(γ|W ) and tu,z̄2 = tr(g−1

2 γg1|W ).

Proof. This follows from 7.14 and the discussion in 7.10. �

8. Comparison with true local terms

For a discussion of true local terms and their basic properties we refer to [22, §1.2].
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8.1. Continuing with the notation and assumptions of 6.1, assume in addition that X◦

is smooth of dimension d and that C is normal of the same dimension d. Let F denote
C ×c,X×X,∆X

X so we have a cartesian diagram

F
δ //

c′

��

C

c

��
X

∆X // X ×X.
Let h : F → X ×X denote ∆X ◦ c′ = c ◦ δ. Fix also a factorization

∆−1(AX×X)
a // ÃX

b // AX

of the natural map
∆−1(AX×X)→ AX ,

with a a cofibration and b a trivial fibration. Let AF denote c′−1ÃX ⊗h−1AX×X
δ−1AC so we

have a homotopy cartesian diagram of `-derived schemes

(F,AF )
δ //

c′

��

(C,AC)

c

��
(X,AX)

∆X // (X ×X,AX×X).

8.2. There is a canonical morphism in D(C,AC)

v : Lc∗1AX = AC → Rc!
2AX .

Indeed by the base change formula the natural map

Rc!
2AX → Rj̃∗Rc

!
2EX◦ ' Rj̃∗ΩC◦(−d)[−2d]

is an isomorphism, and v is the map corresponding to the fundamental class of C (see [16,
2.7]). As in [22, 1.2.2] we can view v as a global section in

H0(C,Rc!(ΩAX
X � AX)).

Observe that ΩAX
X is isomorphic to j!EX◦(d)[2d], and therefore there is a unique map

(8.2.1) L∆∗X(ΩAX
X � AX)→ ΩAX

X

in Dc(X,AX) restricted to the canonical map over X◦. The composition of this map with
the map ΩAX

X → ΩX in D(X,E) is the evaluation map

D(AX)⊗Λ AX → ΩX .

8.3. The adjoint of 8.2.1 is a morphism in Dc(X ×X,AX×X)

ΩAX
X � AX → R∆X∗Ω

AX
X .

Applying c! to this map and using base change we get a morphism in Dc(C,AC)

Rc!(ΩAX
X � AX)→ Rδ∗c

′!ΩAX
X ' Rδ∗Ω

AF
F .

Applying the global section functor and evaluating this map on v we therefore get an element

σ ∈ H0(F,ΩAF
F ).
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By construction the image of σ under the natural map

H0(F,ΩAF
F )→ H0(F,ΩF )

is the class denoted Tr(v) in [22, 1.2.2], giving rise to the so-called true local terms of v.

8.4. Let V be a lisse sheaf of E-modules on X◦ with unipotent local monodromy and let
M ∈ Dc(X,AX) denote Rj∗V . Let u◦ : c∗1V → c∗2V be a morphism over C◦ and let u :
Lc∗1M → Lc∗2M be the induced morphism (see 6.4 (ii)).

Lemma 8.5. The natural map in Dc(C,AC)

Lc∗2M ⊗L
AC

Rc!
2AX → Rc!

2M

is an isomorphism.

Proof. By base change we have Rc!
2AX ' Rj̃∗EC◦ ' AC and Rc!

2M ' Rj̃∗c
∗
2V . The result

then follows from 6.5 which shows that Lc∗2M ' Rj̃∗c
∗
2V as well. �

8.6. We therefore get a morphism

(8.6.1) Lc∗1M → Rc!
2M

from the tensor product u⊗ v.

Let Ma ∈ Dc(X,E) denote the underlying complex of E-modules of M . There is a natural
map

c∗1(Ma)→ (Lc∗1M)a

and therefore 8.6.1 induces a morphism

w : c∗1(Ma)→ (Rc!
2M)a = c!

2(Ma),

which is an action of c on Ma in the usual sense. As in [22, 1.2.2] we therefore get a class

Tr(w) ∈ H0(F,ΩF ).

8.7. The evaluation map in Dc(F,EF )

AF ⊗E ΩAF
F → ΩF

induces a pairing

〈·, ·〉 : H0(F,AF )×H0(F,ΩAF
F )→ H0(F,ΩF ).

Theorem 8.8. Let tu ∈ H0(F,AF ) be the naive local term of u. Then

Tr(w) = 〈tu, σ〉.

Proof. We unwind the definition of Tr(w). Notice thatD(Ma) ' j!V
∨ and ΩAX

X ' j!EX◦(d)[2d]
and therefore we have isomorphisms

D(Ma) ' (ΩAX
X ⊗L

AX
M∨)a,

D(Ma)⊗L
E M

a ' (ΩAX
X ⊗L

AX
M∨ ⊗L

AX
M)a,

and

D(Ma) �Ma ' ((ΩAX
X � AX)⊗L

AX×X
(M∨ �M))a.
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Furthermore, the diagram

D(Ma) �Ma

'
��

// ∆X∗(D(Ma)⊗L Ma)

'
��

ev // ∆X∗ΩX

((ΩAX
X � AX)⊗L

AX×X
(M∨ �M))a // ∆X∗(Ω

AX
X ⊗L

AX
M∨ ⊗L

AX
M)a

id⊗ev // ∆X∗Ω
AX
X

OO

commutes, where “ev” indicates the evaluation maps. Note also that we have a commutative
diagram

Rc!((ΩAX
X � AX)⊗L

AX×X
(M∨ �M)) // Rc!∆X∗(Ω

AX
X ⊗L

AX
M∨ ⊗L

AX
M)

id⊗ev // Rc!∆X∗Ω
AX
X

bc
��

δ∗Ω
AF
F

(Rc!(ΩAX
X � AX)⊗L

AC
Lc∗(M∨ �M)

OO

// (Rc!∆X∗Ω
AX
X )⊗L

AC
Lc∗∆X∗(M

∨ ⊗AX
M)

OO

bc⊗ev // δ∗Ω
AF
F ⊗L

AC
AF ,

mult

OO

where the notation “bc” indicates the base change isomorphisms and “mult” indicates the
map induced by the AF -module structure.

It follows that Tr(w) is equal to the image in H0(F,ΩF ) of the section

σ ⊗ u ∈ H0(C,Rc!(ΩAX
X � AX)⊗L

AC
Lc∗(M∨ �M))

under the map on sections induced by the composite

(Rc!(ΩAX
X � AX)⊗L

AC
Lc∗(M∨ �M)

��

(Rc!∆X∗Ω
AX
X )⊗L

AC
Lc∗∆X∗(M

∨ ⊗AX
M)

bc⊗ev
��

δ∗Ω
AF
F ⊗L

AC
AF ,

mult
��

δ∗Ω
AF
F

ev

��
δ∗ΩF .

This is exactly the definition of the class 〈tu, σ〉. �

Corollary 8.9. If tu ∈ H0(F,E) ⊂ H0(F,AF ) then Tr(w) is equal to the class Tr(v) multi-
plied by the scalar tu.

Proof. This is immediate from 8.8. �
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9. Filtered actions

9.1. Continuing with the notation and assumptions of 6.1, let V be a lisse sheaf of E-
modules on X◦, and let u◦ : c∗1V → c∗2V be a morphism over C◦ defining a morphism
u : Lc∗1M → Lc∗2M , where M := Rj∗V ∈ D(X,AX).

For any fixed point y ∈ C mapping x ∈ X, we then get a diagram

C(ȳ)

c1,ȳ

||

c2,ȳ

"" ""
X(x̄) X(x̄),

where X(x̄) (resp. C(ȳ)) denotes the spectrum of the strict henselization OX,x̄ (resp. OY,ȳ),
and a map

u◦(ȳ) : c∗1,ȳV(x̄) → c∗2,ȳV(x̄)

over C◦(ȳ).

Definition 9.2. The action u of C on V is filtered if for every fixed point y ∈ C mapping
to x ∈ X, there exists a finite filtration Fil· on V(x̄) with each successive quotient Fili/Fili+1

isomorphic to a constant sheaf Eri for some integer ri and such that the map u◦(ȳ) respects
the filtration.

Let F denote C ×c,X×X,∆X
X.

Assumption 9.3. Assume that H i(AF ) = 0 for i < 0.

Remark 9.4. By 5.17 this holds for example if C and X are normal and X◦ ⊂ X and C◦ ⊂ C
are dense.

9.5. Assuming that u is filtered and that 9.3 holds we can calculate the element tu ∈
H0(F,AF ) as follows. Since

H0(F,AF ) ' H0(F,H 0(AF ))

it suffices to calculate the stalk tu,ȳ for any fixed geometric point ȳ → F . Now since u is
filtered, this is equal to the sum

(9.5.1)
∑
i

tr(gri(u) : Γ(C◦(ȳ),Fili/Fili+1)→ Γ(C◦(ȳ),Fili/Fili+1)).

Definition 9.6. The number (9.5.1) is called the naive trace at ȳ.

Corollary 9.7. For any connected component Γ ⊂ F , the restriction of tu to Γ is in E and
equal to the naive trace at any fixed point of Γ.

9.8. Filtered actions arise naturally as we now discuss.

First let us recall some results from [5]. Let X0/Fq be a smooth geometrically connected
scheme, and let D0 ⊂ X0 be a divisor with normal crossings. Fix a separable closure Fq ↪→ k
and let x ∈ X0(Fq) be a point with resulting geometric point x̄ : Spec(k) → X. Let X0,(x)

denote the henselization of X0 at x and let X(x̄) be the strict henselization.

Fix also a geometric generic point η̄ → X0,(x), and assume further that the pullback D0,(x)

of D0 to X0,(x) is a divisor with simple normal crossings with components I. Fix for each
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i ∈ I a local generator ti ∈ Γ(X0,(x),OX0,(x)
) for the component Di corresponding to i. As

discussed in [5, 1.7.11] we then have an extension

0→ Z′(1)I → π1(X◦0,(x), η̄)′ → Gal(k/Fq)→ 0,

where Z′(1) := lim←−(n,p)=1
µn and π1(X◦0,(x), η̄)′ is the tame fundamental group of X◦0,(x) :=

X0,(x)−D0,(x). Let W (X0,(x)−D0,(x), η̄)′ denote the Weil group obtained by pulling back this
sequence along the morphism Z → Gal(k/Fq) induced by the q-power Frobenius morphism
on k, so we have an exact sequence

0→ Z′(1)I → W (X◦0,(x), η̄)′ → Z→ 0.

Let R be an `-adic representation of W (X◦0,(x), η̄)′. We then have the following facts:

(1) ([5, 1.7.12.1]) The restriction of R to Z′(1)I is quasi-unipotent.
(2) ([5, 1.7.12.2]) If F ′ and F ′′ are two lifts to W (X0,(x) − D0,(x), η̄)′ of 1 ∈ Z then the

eigenvalues of F ′ and F ′′ agree, up to multiplication by a root of unity. In particular,
if ι : Q` → C is an isomorphism then we can define the ι-weights of R.

(3) ([5, 1.7.12.3]) If the ι-weights of R are integers then there exists a unique filtration
Filw on R, called the weight filtration, whose successive quotients are ι-pure. If R is
pure then the action of Z′(1)I factors through a finite quotient.

Remark 9.9. If V is a mixed Q`-sheaf on X◦0 with pointwise integral ι-weights and tame
local monodromy along D0, and R(V ) is the resulting representation of W (X◦0,(x), η̄)′ then the

ι-weights of R(V ) are also integral (this can be seen by reducing to the case of curves and
using [5, 1.8.5]).

Remark 9.10. Let O be the ring of integers of a finite extension of Q`, and suppose given
a lisse Weil sheaf VO of O-modules on X◦. Let V denote the sheaf VO ⊗O Q`. Assume that
the sheaf VO/`

2VO is trivial. In this case the sheaf V is tamely ramified along D (since the
monodromy group of V is a pro-`-group). Furthermore, it follows from the proof of [20,
Proposition on p. 515] that if R(V ) denotes the resulting representation of W (X◦0,(x), η̄)′

then the restriction of R(V ) to Z′(1)I is unipotent. In particular, if Filw denotes the weight
filtration on R(V ) then Z′(1)I acts trivially on griFilw

(V ) for all i.

9.11. Let f : C0 → X0 be a morphism of smooth Fq-schemes, and assume that the preimage
E0 := f−1(D0) endowed with the reduced structure is a divisor with simple normal crossings
on C0. Let y ∈ C0(Fq) be a point mapping to x ∈ X0(Fq). We then get an induced
commutative diagram (after choosing compatible specialization maps)

W (C◦0,(y), η̄)′

%%
f∗

��

Z

W (X◦0,(x), η̄)′

99

In particular, a lifting of Frobenius toW (C◦0,(y), η̄)′ maps to a lifting of Frobenius inW (X◦0,(x), η̄)′.

It follows that if R is a representation of W (X◦0,(x), η̄)′ with integral ι-weights and f ∗R is the
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induced representation of W (C◦0,(y), η̄)′, then the weight filtration on f ∗R is equal to the re-

striction of the weight filtration on R (i.e. the weight filtration defined over X◦0,(x) pulls back

to the weight filtration defined over C◦0,(y)).

9.12. One way to ensure that the action u is filtered is the following. Suppose that k is the
algebraic closure of a finite field Fq, and that c is obtained by base change from a morphism

C0 → X0 ×X0

over Fq. Assume further that X is smooth and that D (resp. E := c−1
2 (D)red) is a divisor

with simple normal crossings on X (resp. C).

Proposition 9.13. Let O be the ring of integers of a finite extension of Q` and let VO be a
lisse Weil sheaf (see [5, 1.1.10]) of O-modules on X◦ with induced Q`-sheaf V . Assume that
V is pointwise pure and that the sheaf VO/`

2VO is trivial. Let u◦ : c∗1V → c∗2V be an action
over C◦ commuting with Frobenius in the sense that the diagram

F ∗C◦c
∗
1V

F ∗Cu
◦
//

'
��

F ∗C◦c
∗
2V

'
��

c∗1F
∗
X◦V

ϕ

��

c∗2F
∗
X◦V

ϕ

��
c∗1V

u◦ // c∗2V

commutes, where FX◦ and FC◦ denote the relative Frobenius morphisms and ϕ is the Weil
sheaf structure. Then u◦ is filtered.

Proof. Let y ∈ Fix(c) be a point mapping to x ∈ X. After replacing Fq by a field extension
we may assume that these points are defined over Fq. Let Fil·w be the weight filtration on
V(x). Then using remark 9.10 the successive quotients Filiw/Fili+1

w are trivial. Furthermore,
since the weight filtration is functorial and u◦ commutes with Frobenius, which implies that
the corresponding map of representations is a morphism of W (C◦0,(y), ȳ)-representations, the
map u◦(y) : c∗1,yV(x) → c∗2,yV(x) respects this filtration. �
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